Sunstoneis an independent quarterly
journal of Mormon experience,
scholarship, issues, and art addressed to an LDS student readership
and to those of whatever age or conviction with similar concerns and interests.
Submission of articles for the journal
is in no way r&stricted,but priority
will be given both to articles by
younger writers and to topics which
deal with Mormon culture, Mormon
history, or Mormon faith, albeit indirectly.
Sunstone is not funded by any religious or educational institution. Its
success depends entirely upon the
support of its subsaibers and contributors. Until the journal has become well established, it must rely
more heavily upon those who have
already demonstrated an initial
commitment. If you believe in
Sunstone, please consider making an
additional contribution. All donations are tax deductable and will be
sincerely appreaated.
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Dear editor:
The spring issue was very professional looking (as was the first) but 1
would like to see more art work. My
bias, of course.
One other thing. The article on
Mormon shakespears said that F~~~
Smeatrs play RETURNING opened
at BYU. Actually it opened at our
Boston Stake Education Series in
May 1974. I played the part of Kathryn Kellerman Whitney and Fran
directed the production.
I sure wish SUNSTONE came out
more often!
One more thing. The review of
FASCINATING WOMANHOOD
voiced my reactions and objections
more eloquently and succinctly than
I ever could. Congratulations to
Reba Keele!
Good luck with a great publication.
Linda Hoffman
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Enclosed find a check that I would
appreciate your forwarding on to EL
CID in Guatemala. I have been
wanting to hear of such undertakings as the Andersens'!
LoAnne Jex Larson
Seattle, Washington

Yesterday I was skimming through
your latest issue of SUNSTONE in
the B W Bookstore. I was very interested in your article concerning
women. I contemplated buying the

issue but decided to wait and get a
subscription. I find the appearance
of your direct-mail in the box this
afternoon rather uncanny. Good
timing. . . .
I am interested in volunteering my
efforts to help with the distribution,
writing, etc., of your publication. It
has impressed me very much.
Thanks again for the motivation to
subscribe.
Kathy Gardner
Provo, Utah

I just became acquainted with
SUNSTONE this morning and
would like to subscribe. . . .

We enjoy LDS writings but do not
care for DIALOGUE so we'll be anxious to receive SUNSTONE. Thank
you,
Mrs. George E. Cobabe
Ogden, Utah

I'm very pleased with the start of a
journal covering scholarship, experience, and especially art of the
LDS Church and members. Rather
surprisingly I found what I thought
to be the standout piece in your
LETTERS section. Brother Eugene
England's letter was sensitive and
filled with a gentle warning and
challenge to all those who endeavor
a journal that purports to promote
the gospel, but hasn't the direct guidance of the General Authorities.

I myself have been interested in the
development of a distintivet excellent Mormon literature and hope
someday to partiapate more fully in
its growth and establishment. . . .
Richard Tice
Salt Lake City

are immensely interesting. I have read the
jo,d
cover to cover, in one
could not tear myself away. Wen, this was a
first, eager reading; it will be followed by a
more deeply reflectivestudy.

I wish you success with the
SUNSTONE, and may the Lord
bless your initiative.
C. F. Thornsen
Copenhagen, Denmark

Your first edition made me wish that

SUNSTONE was a monthly instead
of a quarterly. I do have one reservation:
An article concerning my mother,
Your format indicates a certain afflu- Alice Memll Home, appeared in
ence. I would hope that you are liv- SUNSTONE, Vol. I, No. 2. I was
ing within your means. DIALOGUE struck with the excellent writing
also decided that the medium was as abili'ty of the author, Jill C. ~ u l v a y ,
who so ably put together the infor- .
important as the message, and
mation she obtained from the Arpushed their subscription price up
to cover their "standad of publish- chives of the Historical Department
of the LDS Church. Please extend
ing." On the other hand is EXPOmy congratulations to her for a masNENT I1 with a bare-bones budget
terful article.
and a readable format, which I can
still afford. . . .
Zorah Home Jeppson
Salt Lake City, Utah
Good luck,
Jacob van Luik
Enfield, Connecticut
Keep up your excellentwork. I think
SUNSTONE contains some fine
work, keen attitudes, and a sensitive
Herewith my subscription order for feel we need today.
One year, binning with the 1976
Pm most impressed with
attenissue' As
I am a
tion to Mormon meatre. Hurray.
retired person. . . .
I feel akin to most everything that's
It may interest you to know what I
been written about the theatre in our
wrote my Young friend, Mr. Eric G. Church. Please know you have my
Andersen, a BYU law student
confidence and continued support.
What a wonderful publication.I cannot be
~ i ,~ ~ l s t
toolaudatoryabout it; the entire staff and the
contributorsof this mental pabulum are to be Ringmaster, Ringling Bras.Circus
highly commended. The journal is wen con- BCifnum &
Washington, D.C.
ceived, well prepared, and excellently produced. The artistic cover, the masterly,
modem lay out, the good typefaces-which
are so happily varied -give more life to the
publicationand thus a fine optic incentive to
read.
And the contents -the axtidesand the play

EDITORIAL

TO ALL FIGHTING MOTHERS
It wasn't until I entered the fifth
grade that1 first heard the word "retardo." In the vernacular of my
classmates "retardos" were the children in the special education program, and the "old gray-haired lady"
who taught them was my mother.
Few of my peers ever suspected that
many of the gray hairs on that old
lady were my doing or that one of
the "retardos" was my sister. Generally, my friends did not intend to
be unkind -they merely reacted to
something they did not fully understand.
I don't remember being offended
that my sister was calleda "retardo"
nor that my mother was referred to
by the normal juvenile epithets- If
people said things that were unkind,
it was only, as Mother said, because
they were afraid or uncertain themSuch people, she taught
needed
just as much
had a visiOr more than any0ne
ble handicap. In fact, Mother often
said that the biggest Pan of her work
was not so much to teach her students as it was to help other people
(particularly the students' own
families) accept them.
Although I could have congratula ted myself (and did) on my relatively superior insights into the
problems of the handicapped, I still
harbored prejudices of my own. I
remember the occasion quite vividly
which rather abruptly changed severa1 of those notions. That was the
time I first saw my mother fighting
on the playground.

At our school it was the custom at
the end of recess to line up all the
grades on the blacktop in front of the
large double-doored entrance, a
ritual intended to restore a certain
degree of decorum before the students filed back into the sanctum.
One of Mother's pupils was a goodlooking boy, about as tall as she was,
whom I had always considered to
look too normal to be in special education. Just as the entire school was
poised in anticipation of reentering
the halls of learning, this student fell
into a rage and began kicking and
hitting those around him. Mother
caught him with a flying tackle and,
as the school watched in paralyzed
horror, she put a headlock on him,
twisted one arm behind his back,
and pinned him up against the
so that his legs were not
school
free to kick.

I had never seen my mother fight in
public before, and she reminded me
somewhat of the lady wrestlers on
television. I felt that I was a better
fighter than my mother, but I intuited that any interference
have only confused things more. Although Motheds style was primitive, she was a fairly strong woman
and seemed to be holding her own. I
stood ready just in case, but she was
well positioned, her broad legs
planted firmly apart with her skirt
hiked up around her knees, her
arms locked around her struggling
ward, and her salt-and-pepper hair
blowing wildly in the wind. When
the other teachers (all female)recovered their wits, they judiciously
marched everyone inside to safety.
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That night at home when I explained ferences are just more noticeable
to Mother about my not thinking it
than others."
wise to interfere, she confirmed that Th, experience caused me to beI had made the right decision. She
come inaeasingly wary of judgsaid that her shldentl
had
ments or categorizationsof other
down
people, especially those categodrahad gone. She added that, tions that ignored the unique
discounting Curt's outbursts. he
life. In subtions of a
was her best student. objected to
sequent years I have attended any
this
How
number of Church meetings where
he be her best
if he
various people were awarded rank
out all the time? Mother explained
and standing in the pre- and postthat "flipping
didn't affect
mortal existences upon the merits of
one's ability as a student. She said
their condition in this life that Curt was very intelligent and
-Will
allto
cooperative and, in fact, had the IQ
,
"
and so on. At these times I
of a genius.
have always felt uneasy. My mind
was flooded with exceptions to the
If Curt was a genius, I challenged,
then what was he doing in special
general rule: Curt, my sister, and
others whose special circumstances
education? Mother said that students were not placed in her class on made them different were scored
deeply into my understanding. As
the basis of their intelligence. She
some confidently calibrated the fate
explained that every person has
of mankind on their exact rules of
many abilities and characteristics,
judgment and recompense, I benone of which is measured by IQ.
For any number of reasons a student came only more convinced of how
complex and incomprehensibleany
might not be able to cope in regular
human life must be. Though I may
classes. Mother added that many
not have realized it, I too had been
students did not function well in
normal classes precisely because
affected by life in ways that had
they were particularly gdted. At that made me different from others.
point I began to
that I should be I suspect that there are many people
put in 'pecial education show
in the Church who bear the marks of
what I could really do.
such privately incurred truths.
However, there was still the probWhen the conversation turns to
lem of Curt's "flipping out" that
marriage problems, adolescents,
minorities, or some other topic that
could not merely be passed off as a
agitates very deeply-inflicted conspecial gdt. Mother admitted that
most of her students had learning
victions, many Church members are
disabilities. "For reasons which we
perhaps uncomfortable, as I am at
may never fully understand," she
times, not knowing how much of
said, "they are different."
their feelings they are socially obligated to conceal and how much they
Life has marked them with expenare
obligated to disdose.
ences that are difficult, sometimes
No
doubt
some
cany the scars of
impossible, to resolve. They are not
their convictions with a great deal
better or worse than anyone else;
more grace than others. Some are
they are only different. We are all
different from each other; some dif- quite artful at making their differ-

'
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ences acceptable by applying extra
layers of orthodoxy to their religious
exteriors. Others' stigmas are less
visible or are located in areas not
normally open to scrutiny. But
sooner or later everyone is placed in
a position where he or she is obligated to teshfy to those truths with
which life has entrusted him or her.
In Church circlesit is likely that such
a personal witness will be attended
by qualification, mitigation, or apology. We are all, perhaps, too conscious of the possible effects our
comments might have upon "investigators," "new converts,"
"weak members," "most memad fin'A d m i w ~ I
to
beliefs and
that
fostera
Lasting solidarity. however, is not
secured by obviating individuality,
but by incorporating it. It is the
unique
of each member
which establishes the strength and
completeness of the whole community. Only when one's personal conviction is insufficient must he demand that others shore up his
doubts by their conformity.
Too often when others disturb the
security of our established patterns
of behavior and belief, we precipitously label them as deviates.
Whether the term is "retardo," "intellectual," "radical," or "bigot," its
intent is the same -to sum up a
of him with a
person and
word. And so begins an unfortunate
of
and
tion.
Such indiscriminatelabeling ignores
the complexity of factorsthat motivate any individual course of action
or belief. It unleashes the blindly destructive forces of social reproach
that deceive normally sensitive
people into thinking that tolerance

and acceptance are no longer applicable. Moreover, the estranged individual's own capacity for reproachment is crippled by the hate and despair spawned by rejection.
The alienation of the one from the
ninety-and-nine is a hagedy that
impoverishes all and beneYs no
one. With no community to mntribute to, the one is left no purpose in
continued attainment. The ninetyand-nine have lost that which is irreplaceable, for how great is the
worth of a soul? And what does it
profit us as a Church to gain the
whole world, if we lose the fruit of
our labor?
S u n s h e is founded upon the belief
that members committed to a gospel
of love can differin their
and stillwork together toward a
uity of the faith. Moreover, the
journal rests upon the conviction
that diversity is not only tolerable,
but
since every person
has the saaed right and obligation to
pursue truth to the best of his or her
abilityandbelief, every person must
be allowed to express that truth as
life has revealed it to him or her.
"Both aeative science and revealed
religion find their fullest and truest
expression in the climate of freedom
. . .," said Hugh B. Brown. "God
himself refused to trammel man's
free agency even though its exexise
sometimes teaches painful lessons."
An independent and nonauthoritative undertaking such as
Sunstme depends upon the talerance and mature convictions of the
entire Mormon community. It is
very probable that some who express themselves through the journal will represent views that are unacceptable to others. As long as
there are enough forums to express
the opinions of all, then this is as it

TO ALL FIGHTING MOTHERS

should be. Certainly we must each
be willing to withhold judgment of
others' beliefs and allow, as Joseph
Smith counselled, that only "time,
and experience, and careful and
ponderous and solemn thoughts"
can find out the full complexity of

' I-'

life and eternity. Hopefully, there
even is enough room for each of us
to be wrong at times -it is so easy to
be mistaken about so many things.
KRIS CASSITY

Managing Editor

T * & ~ @&5;~ ~
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LIKE THE GREAIS.MOUM~N

ABOUT
THE
SUNSTONE
PEGGY FLETCHER

ABOUT THE SUNSTONE

The task of choosing a name for a
newly created journal was not an
easy one. From mid-August to early
November 1974 it was the primary
item on the agenda of our weekly
and sometimes bi-weekly meetings;
that task alone outlasted some of the
editors. Amid much laughter we
t i e d The Vineyard, Rough Draft,
Ch ysallis, The Mormon Student,
Stratavanous, Whetstone, The Nouveau
Expositor, The Harbinger, and sundry
others. But none seemed to express
the something which was an ambiguity in different stages of progression in each mind. Certainly
none was one upon which we could
all agree.
Then from a rather unexpected
source came the name. An earlySunday-morning phone call came,
and Sunstone was sleepily chosen to
represent the conglomeration. (I'd
agree to anything at that hour.) At
first few were exated about it - I
have to admit that it didn't seem
very inspired to me. This may have
been because until that time I had no
idea of what the sunstone was nor
any reason why we should choose it
as a symbol.
By doing a little research I discovered some facts about the sunstone.
The Sunstones formed the capitals of thirty
pilasters that ornamented and reinforced the
exterior walls [of the Nauvoo Temple1-nine
on each side and six at each end. Above each
pilaster, around the cornice, was a1Starstone'
and at the base of each was a 'Moonstone.'
The Sunstones were by far the largest of the
three, being six feet wide at the top, four feet,
six inches at the base and also in height, and
eighteen inches thick. Each weighed 3,000
pounds and is said to have cost $3,000.'

But further, I was interested in the
intended symbolism of the architecture. Architect for the Nauvoo Temple, William Weeksf2did not write
or say anything which has been recorded about the sunstone's use as a
symbol, nor was I able to find any
relevant statement by Joseph Smith.
In fad, there is even confusionabout
just what the two hands positioned
above the sun are holding, be they
horns of plenty or trumpets. Fortunately, a few sources do discuss the
symbolism of the sunstone:
The stones representing the sun, earth,
moon, and numerous stars are allegorical
emblems of the conditionsto which the ressurected souls of mankind will be assigned,
when all are judged "according to their
works" [see I Corinthians 15:40-42and Revelations 201. The. . . hands are emblematic of
the strong union and brotheriy love characteristic of Latter-day Saints, through which
they have been enabled to accomplsh so
much both at home and abroad.'

B. H. Roberts in his His toy of the
Church says: "There are thirty capitals [i. e. Sunstonesl around the
Temple, each one composed of five
stones, viz., one base stone, one
large stone representing the sun rising just above the clouds, the lower
part obscured; the third stone represents two hands each holding a
trumpet, and the last two stones
form a cap over the trumpet stone,
and all these form the capital. . . ."4
In Architectureof the Old Northwest
Territory, they are described as "a
sun with human features and a pair
of trumpets grasped by heavenly
hands ."5
Yet Talmage says in The House of the
Lord that "each pilaster presented in
hewn relief the crescent moon, and
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ended above in a capital of cut stone
depictingthe face of the sun allegorically featured, with a pair of hands
holding horn^."^ If Talmage and
other writers who speak of "horns"
refer to horns of plenty instead of
musical horns or trumpets, then the
imagery of the Sunstone alters drastically. However, similar architectural symbolism is found on New
England gravestones dating to late
18th century and early 19th century
and the figure was always a trumpet
with its apocalyptic referent, the
trumpeting in of the end.'
The three remaining pilasters -one
on the ground of the Nauvoo State
Park, one maintained by the Quincy
Historical Society, and one owned
by the Reorganized Churchs - are
all that remains of the Nauvoo Temple. Thus the sunstone, perhaps
Mormonism's only true iconographic symbol, becomes representative of that which has lasted from
the early days of the Chruch down to
the present time,
Therefore, as a symbol to represent
our journal, the sunstone has many
possible meanings. Let me suggest a
few. In terms of Mormon theology
the sunstone is obviously a symbol
of the divinity of Jesus Christ, the
light of the world, the Sun-Son (a
parallelism also made by many
pagan religions), and of His gospel
of peace which is shed forth upon all
men. The sun is also an explicit symbol for the dwelling place of celestial
beings (see D&C 76) and may therefore represent the quest for perfection, the belief in the exalting power
of "light and truth" and intelligence
whichis the glory of God, and a firm
commitment to purity and honesty
symbolized by the teaching that God
does nothing in darkness.
By its very existence as a physical
object that is representative of
spiritual reality, the sunstone sym-

bolizes the union of matter and
spirit, a representation of the fact
that "all things are both temporal
and spiritual." In this sense it may
also represent Mormonism's commitment to both worldly and
other-worldly concerns. In this
sphere of existence the sun is the
focus and symbol of creation, regeneration, and the joy of life. Thus the
sunstone may suggest our belief in
the goodness and eternal nature of
the human body, all other forms of
life and matter - a strong affirmation of the conviction that "man is
that he might have joy" in this existence as well as in the life to come.
As an artifact of our cultural past, the
sunstone not onlv stands as a historical link betwkn our generation
and a former one and as a symbol of
the continuity of Truth, but it also
represents the integral nature of artis tic expression and religious sentiment. The stone is, itself, an artistic
statement on the nature of life and
the glory of God. Perhaps most irnportantly, because of the multiple
levels of symbolism suggested by
the sunstone, it can lend itself to individual interpretation and become
an ensign of many things to many
people.
These two years since the inception
of the idea have been years of
chronic crises and disasters, imminent financial ruin, taxing interpersonal relationships, constant turnover of editors, delayed mailing
and postal problems, tax traumas,
unceasing correspondence, and the
daily headache of unexpected details. I wish that Sunstone had a dollar for every attempt to dissuade me
from continued participation in the
project -perhaps some of the above
problems could have been aborted.
Nonetheless, Sunstone is now an active two-year-old, busily growing
into its name. The journaI s creators
-
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have continued to discover and be
amazed by the diversity and cornplexity of the Mormon consciousness, personal and collective. Much
like a look into the face of the enigmatic sunstone, each glance into the
Mormon experience reveals a new
understanding and a new suspicion
1. Journalofthe Illinois State Historical Society (Springfield, nl. Spring, 1957), pp.
99-190.
2. Carl McGavin The N a u m Temple (Salt
Lake Citv: Deseret Book Co., 1062),
. p.
125.
3. D. M. McAllister, The Greut Temple and a
Statement Concerning the Purposesfor Which
It Has Been Built (SaltLake City:Bureau of
Information, 1925), p. 10.
4. Period II, Vol VII, p. 323.

.

no longer content with that understanding. More than anything else,
the sunstone may best represent the
often paradoxical relationship of
those who manage, contribute to,
and read the journal.

5. Rexford Newcomb (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 153.
6. (Salt Lake City:Deseret Book Co.,1974),
p. 111.
7. Mrs. JaneDillenbergerexpert on religious
art in America, in conversation with
editor.
8. CalvinJ. Sumision, "A Word About The
Cover," Dialogue, Vol.VII, no. 4, (Winter
1972),p. 112.

RICHARD ELLIS TICE
Sunrise strikes the fronds with fire,
Fills the pale green palms with yellow flame Furious the whipping wind stirs higher
Golden-green the burning frame
Of leaves, till light that blazing
Through the saffron tree explodes the goldStudded sun, the fiery sparkles edging
Amber glow with iridescent emerald.
So celebrate, come celebrate the light,
Before the fires abate, come celebrate;
And when the even eases into night,
And streaming shadows on the fronds create
A crimson taint, still celebrate the hour,
The pastel glow the dusk cannot devour.

BRIAN CAPENER
The marquee outside Uncle Mario's
discotheque announces: TONIGHT!
MARVIN PAYNE DISCO PARTY.
The Provo High Schoolglitter crowd
is there, easily outnumbering the
faithful coterie of Marvin Payne
friends and relations. There is a
sense of anticipation. Will tonight
see the final electrification of this
one-time folksinger who for the last
five years has gone among the
houses and towns of Utah Valley,
plying his trade in vinyl? After all,
Marvin Payne has been heard on the
radio of late, singing a mild rocker
called "Eliza." A love song? Homage
to an earlier Utah songwriter?No
one much knows, or really cares; it
sounds like a hit, the Osmonds sing
the background vocals.
Uncle Mario's is furnished with red
shag walls and mirrored stage; the
effect is a hybrid of abandoned
warehouse and European Health
Spa. The truth is, Marvin Payne and
the disco party occur in that order,
but the juxtaposition is revealing.
Marvin has been keeping strange
company; after all, his latest album
was produced under the watchful
auspices of the Osmonds. Now he is

playing a gig smack in the red shag
heart of Babylon (Provo annex), and
what happens is that it scares the
metaphoric subtlety nght out of
him. To these acolytes of the glitter
cult he sings, not the new, electric
songs, not the calculatedly commercial songs with the messages of truth
and light buried deep within innocuous sounding lyrics, but the old
songs, the songs with images that
sometimes interlock like poetry. He
does sing them "Eliza" but not before telling them that it is an antiabortion number, written to his
yet-unborn daughter. He explains
the songs to them, he wants them to
understand that these are songs
about repentance and atonement
and home teaching; he talks and
talks, and finally he sings "I Am a
Child of God" and wants the audience to join in, the way they always
used to. Some do. The Marvin
Payne part of the evening is over.
There is a pause of no more than ten
seconds before 40,000 watts of disco
energy erupts from the four hulking
speakers in the comer, and Marvin's
anb-abo=tionsong with the Osmond "whs" in the background be-

MUSIC

comes the object of dance interpretation. And how those children do
dance.
Later, a bearded youth helping Marvin and the band load the truck is
asked how he liked the concert.
"Wow," he responds in awe, "it was
almost like Sunday School."

tion in the tale of young Billy Jenkins
expiring in a snowstorm while taking the tithing to Salt Lake City on
Christmas Eve? The strength of the
words was what people heard, those
that listened at all, and somehow, in
spite of the fad that musically the
songs sounded a lot like the world's
product,
the power of metaphor and
*****
Marvin Payne grew up in El Monte, imagery saved Marvin Payne from
California, and went to high school the taint of writingmntionesprofbnap.
in the mid-sixties. He was listening The words were both the strength
to Bob Dylanbeforeit was de rigeur to and weakness of his music, because
songs you can play on Sunday
listen to Bob Dylan, and from him
learned how to write songsin which don't, when it comes right down to
the words were noticeably more im- it, sell.
So I went on down to Hollyweird, Tryin'
portant than the music. Marvin culto make it in the world of song.
tivated a determinedly average abilI met me an agent, he said, 'Son, Your
ity to finger a guitar and sing at the
tunes are all too long.
same time. But the voice was clearly
What's more than that, they're all too fat
better than average, and something
From the core out to the peel.
And I don't like apples and I don't like
had to be done with it. At B W , it
you,
underwent "classical training" and
So how does that make you feel?"
Marvin appeared in the crook of the
piano, singing black tuxedo music.
Marvin sold his records door-toBut after a mission to Australia,
door in the evenings with his Gibson
Marvin decided he wanted to be a
guitar slung over his shoulder, and it
poet, and exercised the poetic enter- was only a matter of time before
prise to market his verse door-tosomeone called him a "Mormon
door. A friend suggested that the
troubadour." If the metaphor was
poems become songs, and the book apt, it was only because troubadours
a record album. This accomplished, were notoriously concerned about
Marvin began to market his first
finding the perfect union of word
album -door-to-door. The songs
and music. Otherwise, troubadours
were from the beginning simply a
were, despite the popular misconvehicle for the expressions of relig- ception, middle-class nobility who
ious faith and experience which he
sat around dusty castles writing
wanted to share, and the words
songs which the real door-to-door
were inevitably more important
types,the jongleurs, disseminated.
than the music.
Someday, Marvin would like to become
a troubadour.
Marvin Payne rescued a whole gen****
eration of B W coeds from the
spectre of silent stereos on the Sab- We are eating dinner in the Ernest L.
bath. When everyone else, includWilkinson Center. Marvin has spent
ing the Osmonds, fell under the
the afternoon practicing with his
Sunday anathema in tacit recogniband, and he will sell records after
tion of their ultimate af£iliation with dinner. It costs him more to drive
Idumea, Marvin's band played on.
back to Alpine to eat dinner with his
Even when his songs became, well, family than it does to eat in the Willoud, who could fail to find edifica- kinson Center, so Marvin is a fre-
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quent patron. "You know, if someone asked me if I was affiliated with
BYU, I would certainly say no, I
don't have anything to do with it,
but I bet I spend more time on campus than a lot of students." One of
whom approaches the table. "Is
your name Marvin Payne?" he asks.
"It certainly is, and what's yours?"
The question seems to startle the
student. He mumbles his name then
quickly adds, "I heard you play back
in Bowling Green."
"You're the one who had the
twelve-string guitar."
hi^ too
a visible jolt. "1
didn't think you'd remember," he
says.
"But you were very memorable,"

Marvin replies, then proceeds to inquire in some detail into the activities and whereabouts of his acquaintance in the past year. He
watches the young man go on his
way, vaguely baffled at having
found himself the sole topic of conversation.

'

I am explainingto Marvin the Council of Trent. In 1545the Church was
upset because some composers were
slipping popular tunes in as the anti
firmi of their masses, and some of
them were making the music more
important than the words. In 1976,
Latter-day Saint musicians are
being counselled that a fundamental impropriety may be involved in trying to make certain
styles of music vehicles for sacred
expressions, and Marvin is frankly
worried about this. The fact that the
problem has historical continuity is
not profoundly comforting to him.
The suggestion is made that the
strangeness of the Uncle Mario's gig
may have to do with the issue of
propriety.

'"You know," Marvin says, ''I've
gone around for a long time saying
that when ou're offering folks the
water of ' e, why should some
people get hung up on the bucket?
Well, this morning I was sitting in
the tub and the thought came to me
that there are in fact some buckets
which are so tainted by carrying
around the other stuff that wen
when they're carrying the water of
life you think you're tasting something eke."
I opine that the Medium, is after all,
the Message.
Marvin eyes me distrustfully. "Now
you may think 1 haven't read Marshall McLuhan. Well now I have.'"
He leans forward as though he is
about to share a great secret.
"There's just one thing I want to tell
YOU about Marshall McLuhan," he
says, "The man is altogether crazy."
He smiles at this disclosure then
leans back, waiting for me to continue.
But he continues: "So I get out of the
tub and
drivinginto town, and
I'm listening to a tape this kid gave
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me in Chicago. He's recorded these
songs that sound just like America
or Crosby, Sills and Nash, only the
words are about the martyrdom of
Joseph Smith, and Christ in Jerusalem, and you know what? It is just
plain beautiful.
"You see, if what some Church leaders say is true, then the songs I've
got to worry about are not the commercial songs, because most of them
don't even make an attempt to be
serious, but it's a song like "If Jesus
was a River" which is altogether
laid-back and acoustic, and taken
from Ezekial47:
If Jesuswas a river rollin' easy fresh and
free,
And if Jesuswas a river rollin' easy,
Would you take your shoes off,
Would you come along with me,
Would you swim into the beauty of the
stream?
Once I was a plain and dusty stranger on
the shore.
Once I was a plain and dusty stranger.
Then I swam the river
And I dove into the glory,
Dove into the glory of the stream.
Look around, the water's to your ankles.
Look around, the water's to your knees.
Look around, the water's to your shoulders,
And you can see the fishes dancin'
Dancin' silver rings around you and me If Jesuswas a river rollin' easy fresh and
he,
And if Jesuswas a river rollin' easy.2

Marvin laughs. "You know I played
that song once for this guy who was
an English major -probably the
kind of person who sits around all
day and reads Marshall McLuhan and when I got done he looks at me
and says, 'Now really, don't ou
think that song is awfully pe estian?' "

'J

"So what is your conclusion?" I
ask.
"There is no conclusion," he says,
"escept that I'm flat-out confused.

Right now I can't see anything
wrong with songs like that, but tomorrow I'm going to be back in the
tub again."

******

Some of Marvin's problems may
date to the Council of Trent, but one
of them at least is much older. So far,
the itinerant record-peddling approach has managed to pay the bills,
but it will never produce any profits.
And even though a few years ago he
probably didn't even think of it, selling door-to-door lacks dignity, at
least for someone who is serious
about a career as a songwriter. "I feel
guilty if I go to a movie," he says
ruefully. "Sometimes I feel like I've
been on a mission for seven years
now." Then more seriously: "When
I go to a house and sit down to sing a
song and sell a record, I've always
felt I should use the moment to share
my testimony, or to say something
personal. But lately I've felt like I
should sing them one of the new
commercial songs because that's
what I'm trying to sell them."
For nearly a year, Marvin has been
writing "commercial" songs, according to strict formulas of style
and form. At first it was an invigorating challenge, just to see if he could
do it; now he has mixed feelings
about it. "I think it's fair to assume
that I, like nearly everyone else, will
find my job boring and unchallenging at least part of the time. I think I
can handle that. Ideally I would like
to live in Utah, do a minimum of
touring, write a whole lot of commercial songs for other people to
sing, and then every once in a while
just sort of slip in an album of my
own which is full of beautiful
songs." And the chief reason he
wants to be successful as a songwriter is to avoid the inevitable next step
he would have to take in building his
career as a performer: playing night-
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d u b . "Iwant to just sod of skip that flowery st& out, and he gets really
altogether. But the next six
stubborn."
months will be real crucial in deter- "Guy doesn't We medieval
dn3ng whether or not I wiU have to
WNin =plies. "What if I
end up posturingas a jester in Baby- images,"
didn't like all the mornings he pvts
w s court."
in his sangs? I have mthlns against
"Sometimes8" he once said, "I won- morning," he says map-.
der what would have happened if I But there are still songs bein writhad stayed with the University, o t ~ ten which, &e not hammere out
tena bunch of degrees and ende up
by piece from the pig iron d
BWIa huge gig at some prestigious piece
commercially
acceptable themes,
university. I wonder if I could have
songs which are d e n because
&ed
more people and helped
smebody Marvin met out selling
more people doing that. I'm not a
r e a d s touched him, and driving
dumb person, you know. There are home at night the words and the
some things 1know, and a lot of
music come in such a way that he
things I believe real hard. Evlaybe
has to pull over to the side oi the
Yhat would have k n befier, but
road and write if all down.
there's no way to tell."
and the
Doubtlessly, the st~~@gles
cokbaration
have
helped,
because
Ikkvin's songwritingeonpanion is
s
o
~
g
s
are
"hWr
and
the
new
Guy Randle, who has played with
truer:
the band for severai years. The colI've got happy songs that don't man
bbomtion has proved f i t f u l (the
-I3
Osmonds have recorded a number
Sad songs that Qnfy mangoodbye,
of their songs), but like any creative
And my love m g s remind yau of the joy
duo, thae am p
i
n
t
s of disagreeW s one,
ment. "Manrin has thisthing about
-my
sgneeo* M m * y m
'7.
Stars. He always wants to put stars
in the songs. Also medieval things,
You've been laying lon under the shadow,
Your windows are bia ,your walls are
castles and dragons and that kind of
bare,
stuff. I try to write with images that
Well I'm with you in the ctarkness with a
me straight and earthy, you know,
Lm to*,
@t kind of flat and direct, and then
But my songis sk,wAy dyid on the air.
l&min wants to put a dragon or a
Won't you letme helpyoubeketltere's a
star in them. Sometimes I have to
mamin' b r e w so mew he^,
f&t with him for hours to keep that
Won't you let me hefp you belkw ffiene's
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new day cornin' through.
Ah, but if it hurts you to know that the sun
is shinin' anywhere but here,
Willit help you to know I've had that feelin'
too? =

We are finishing dinner in the Wilkinson Center. It has been an
exhausting afternoon in the studio,
recording songs for a KBYU-FM
special on Marvin Payne. Something happens in the canned atmosphere of the studio that enervates
enthusiasm very quickIy. The emphasis shifts wholly to the music,
and for a time at least, what the
songs are about is completely forgotten. Guy, in fact, has played and recorded the new song several times
before he suddenly realizes with a
shock of recognition that it contains
the word "star." Bill Cushenberry
doesn't like his bass track, Jac Redford is fretting about the intonation
of his guitar line, nothing ever seems
to be altogether in tune. When the
session is over nobody is really satisfied, but we are happy to get out and
do something else. I ask Marvin
what will happen to the band if the
songwriting begins to generate
enough money.
"In a way," he says, "I think the best
thing that could happen is if they all
went out and got real jobs. Not even
in music. I mean nice, solid, nineto-five jobs.
I look surprised.
"I'm serious. Now you take JacRedford. Jac has so much talent that all
the seeds are there for him to stay in
this business and develop all the
neuroses of a real artist. I mean a real
artist. He could become a Beethoven
and pay the exact same price."
The thought recalls a poem by Yeats
called "The Choice." As memory
serves, I recite it for Marvin:

The intellect of man is forced to choose
Perfection of the life or of the work.
And if it take the latter, must refuse
A heavenly mansion, raging in the dark.
When all that story's done, What's the
news?
In luck or out, the toil has left its mark;
That old perplexity, an empty purse,
Or the day's vanity, the night's ~ernorse.~

"Exactly," he says softly. "You
know we all think that what Beethoven did was so wonderful, but we
could all have perfectly happy lives
without Beethoven."
It is past six and time for Marvin to
begin selling. We take our trays to
the conveyor belt and walk slowly
for the door. The most important
thing is that in spite of, or maybe
because of, it all, Marvin is happy.
He exudes a powerful equanimity.
His conversation is sometimes
mocking, often self-mocking, but it
is seldom sardonic or bitter.
"I think the session went okay," I
say. "I think for the time we had it
went pretty well."
"It was a learning experience," Marvin says. "Things will never be perfect in the studio, but you have to
learn to use the time you have to get
it perfect enough." Then a gleam
comes into his eyes announcing the
birth of one of the mock-metaphors
that are his trademark, a metaphor
so flat and straight on that even Guy
Randle would have to approve.
"Life," he says, "is a lot like studio
time." He eyes me confidently until I
smile, then he nods once and goes
out the door.
"1 Never Knew a Dog Named Marvin" @
Marvin Payne, 1976.
Notes 2-4. Lyrics of all songs: @Marvin
Payne.
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Hot off the pen(ci1).M a ~ Payne's
n
latest (as of July, 1976),in process of composition.

Uncle Golden
JAMES N. KIMBALL
It is a little sad to observe a generation in the Church growing up without experiencing something of the
man J. Golden Kimball. I say the
man because the man is little
known, although J. Golden Kimball
mntinues to live as a legendary figure. Nearly every older member of
the Church has one or two Golden
Kimball stories tucked away in some
pocket of his mind. The fact is, however, the Golden most people know
and laugh at is not the real Golden.
Even before his death in 1938, Uncle
Golden began to be transformed by
his friends -by those who knew
him and knew of him- from the
complex entity that is a man into the
unidimensional entity that is a
folktale. When Golden was once
asked by a nephew if he wanted to
hear the latest story about himself,
he replied, "Hell, no! It seems that
all the stories told these days are
either about me or Mae West!" Impliat in this statement was the fact
that the accretion of tales about J.
Golden Kimball had already started
to get out of hand.
After his death, of course, the stories
grew and became streamlined, until
now it is no small task to sift through
the stories, track down their origins,
interview those who were there, and
come to a knowledge of the man
himself. Unfortunately, in all this,
the essence of J.Golden Kimball is
somehow lost to us. The prevailing
impression is that he was a man who

could not help swearing and who
knew a few jokes which he told unabashedly at any time or place. Undoubtedly, Uncle Golden provided
some sort of basis for this reputation, but the jokes and the swearing
only give us tantalizingglimpses
into a mind half hidden behind the
light banter, a mind which is much
more than that of just a funny man.
I have often wondered why Uncle
Golden remained high in the councils of the Church.Was it because, as
he is reputed to have said, that he
"repented too d a m fast"? or because he had a secure hold on "one
of three paths to high office in the
Church -inspiration, revelation,
and relation"? Adding, "H I hadn't
been related to Heber C. Kimball, I
wouldn't have been a damn thing in
this Church." Or is it none of the
above? Have we been taken in by the
image of Golden the quipster and
forgotten J. Golden Kimball, the
man of the spirit?I believe that he
was primarily a spiritual man and
that nobody knew it -or rather, few
reckoned s irituality as the key to
Golden. A owledge of his spirituality makes the jests and stories
much richer, more pointed, and
more inclusive of the gospel by implication. Viewing all of his other
characteristicsin light of this spirituality will give us the greatest understanding of Golden. I suspect that
some of the brethren were aware of
this all along.

LI
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Uncle Golden's strongest characteristics remained hidden under the
image which was seen by the general body of the Church.

My father and mother knew Uncle
Golden well, and on many occasions, while traveling to various conferences, he was a guest in our
home. It was always my father's belief that Uncle Golden's strongest
characteristicsremained hidden
under the image which was seen by
the general body of the Church. The
Golden my father had come to know
over the years was a man who lived
close to the Spirit. However, he did
not pretend to be any closer to an
ideal than he was. He presented
himself as he was, weaknesses and
all. Golden was a man who paid attention to the essential things of the
Spirit. He obeyed the injunction of
the scripturesand did not parade his
good works. In fad, he obeyed it so
well that his spirituality (which was
really no one else's business anyway) was known only to those who
were close to him.
For an example, my mother related
the following story. In order to escape the summer heat of Utah's Dixie, my mother came to Salt Lake
City in the early spring of 1932. She
had already experienced one miscarriage prior to that time and was then
into her second pregnancy. Late one
night in her Uth month, she began
to hemorrhage badly. At that time,
she lived with her parents on Second North, directly across the street
from Uncle Golden. She asked her
father to see if Uncle Golden would
come over and give her a blessing.
24

This was about 2:00 a.m. He came dressed for the day -and gave her a
blessing to the effect that her pregnancy would go full term and that
she would yet have one more chiId.
The hemorrhaging did stop, and in
due time, the child -my sister was born, to be followed in later
years by another, myself. Mother
told me that when Uncle Golden
had finished the blessing, she was so
touched by what he had said that
she lost her composureand began to
cry. He looked at her and said,
"Now stop your crying, Louise.
You're going to be all right. The Lord
has never let me down and He won't
start now!"
Because he did not feel called upon
to make a show of his spirituality,he
was free to work within it in his own
particular style and at the same time
to be the wild and innocent spirit we
have heard so much about. If we
look behind the profanity to the
prompting, the spirituahty of J.
Golden Kimball is there for us to see.
What kind of &n could at the same
time be so spiritual and yet so outrageously outspoken that some
were offended, and the general authorities felt at times the need to
hobble him?Perhaps the answeris to
be found in his response to this. For
instance, he was reading a conference speech which had been prepared for him by the brethren.
Halfway through the speech he
turned to the presiding authority
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"By all the power invested in me, I
ordain you a Seventy in the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
-cigar and all."

[

1,

and said, "Hell, Heber, I can't read
this damn thing!" There are two aspects of this outburst. First af all,
Golden codd not give a speech
which was not his own. His response was spontaneous and natural. Most of us are inhibited by any
number of things -our pride, a ,
sense of dignity, social oblig>tion,
guilt. As T. S. Eliot said, "Between
the emotion and the response falls
the shadow." For Golden, there was
no shadow. Theinhibitions were absent and he said what he felt. The
thought -the feeling of the moment, the pungent inspiration was translated directly into speech.
Golden Kimball is an example of
something rare and precious in any
society -a totally honest man -a
man whose honesty was sometimes
painful to others and &painful
to
himself, but who was regarded by all
as a man to be believed because he
said what he meant at all times and
in all places. The embroidered
euphemism was not Uncle Golden's
way. Secondly, he did not resort to
the little evasions and mannerisms
commonly used to preserve the
flimsy fabric of society's front. How
believable is a man who'has woven
himself into this fabric?The question
is not whether what he says is true,
but how much of what he says does
he mean? With Golden, the audience knew that if he said it, he felt it.
Duplicity he never discovered.
On one occasion, he was preaching a

funeral sermon when he happened
to notice in the front row the man
whom he thought was in the casket.
The thought became the sentence"Hey, who the hell is dead around
here anyway?" The line was a
straight one, without the considerations we attribute to social delicacy.
Recently, a general authority related
another incident to me which illustrates Uncle Golden's unique capacity for candor and s ntaneity. A
brother in the Chur had been called and interviewed to be a Seventy.
He was to be set apart the following
Sunday at Stake Conference where
Uncle Golden was scheduled to be
the conferencevisitor. On the Friday
before the Stake Conference, this
brother was given a cigar at his office
by a new father who was celebrating
the birth of a son. The cigar was
placed by the father in the upper
left-hand pocket of thebrother's suit
coat. He promptly forgot about it,
hung the suit up that night and did
not put it on again until Sunday
morning. He arrived at the conference looking forward to his being set
apart as a Seventyby a general authority. In the priesthood session of
the conference, the Stake President
called the brother forward to be set
apart. As Uncle Golden leaned over
to ask his name, he noticed the cigar
in his pocket. The setting apart, in
part, went as follows: "'Byall the
power invested in me, 1ordaii you a
Seventy in the Church of Jesus

J?
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There was no contrivance on his
part to appear as anything other
than what he was.

Christ of Latter-day Saints -cigar
and all."

J. Golden Kimball possessed a-unique ability to respond directly to the
moment, rather than first defining a
situation in light of social expectations and then responding. The occasion gave rise to the expression.
There was no contrivance on his part
to appear as anything other than
what he was. This quality of spontaneity is all too rare in our society.
Most of us are drawn to that which is
predictable and safe, and this is
what leads to the sterility of the
stereotype. I look to Uncle Golden as
a great example of a man who was
directed internally and responded to
his own personality. He did not
feign to be what he was not. He had
an unvarnished spontaneity one seldom observes. A certain amount of
order is needed to avoid chaos, but
an occasional reprieve does not hurt.
Uncle Golden's perceptive talent for
knowing when and where to add a
little spice to the monotony of order
provided a refreshing breeze. He
was a man of instinctive free will.
Some years ago I hired a Mr. Jensen
to bring his tractor to my home in
Salt Lake City and plough an adjacent field where I intended to plant a
garden in the early spring. When he
finished the work, I gave him a
check for his labor. After looking at
the check for a moment, he asked me
if I was related to the Kimballs in the

'Church, and I said yes. He then said,
"Golden Kimball?", and again I said
yes -that he was a great-uncle. As
is often the case, Mr. Jensen smiled
and proceeded to tell me a story of
how Uncle Golden had touched his
life. When he was a young man, he
said, Golden was the visiting general authority to his ward on one
Sunday. He remembers sitting near
the front and watching this tall, thin
man address the saints with a shrill
voice. Uncle Golden had come to the
ward that day to calla new bishopric
and set it apart. After interviewing
several of the recommended brethren, Uncle Golden made the
choice, announced to the congregation who the new bishop would be,
and asked for their sustainingvote.
W f s n s e n related, however, that
the congregation had its own ideas
about their new bishop and would
not give a sustaining vote to Uncle
Golden's choice. Uncle Golden
looked at them long and hard without saying a word, then turned from
the pulpit and invited the brethren
back into the bishop's office for
another conference. They returned
shortly thereafter. Uncle Golden
again stood at the pulpit and announced the second choice. Again,
he did not receive a sustaining vote.
Golden then grabbed the pulpit and
in his high shrill voice said, "Well,
then, who the hell do you want?"
representative from the congregation nervously came forward and
told who the man was they thought
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Uncle Golden knew -and most of
his talks will confirm this -that sin
is glamorous when it is wicked, but
if it is made to appear ridiculous,
the lure fades.
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Perhaps Golden was misunderstood at times because he was
just himself, and often we were not
prepared for that.

nature is his grasp of the fact, unfortunately overlooked by some of the
brethren, that you cannot teach
people when they are asleep. Sermons often start with a small joke,
but this wasn't Uncle Golden. His
sermons sang throughout with wit
and tang. They whistled by,
couched in forthright tart terms. He
woke up a sleepy Relief Society
meeting with,"Not one man in a
thousand knows how to treat a woman." Imagine the eyes opening,
the postures unbending, the anticipation of the ladies. In an address at
a solemn San Francisco funeral,
Uncle Golden mentioned that the
deceased was a good man because
he read the Deseret N e b - "and it
takes a damn good man to do that."
In the closing years of his life, Uncle
Golden made some perceptive observations about himself that, in a
real sense, apply to all of us. On one
occasion he told a friend, "I may not
walk the straight and narrow but 1
try to cross it as often as I can!"
Perhaps the greatest evidence that
Golden understood human nature is
that he was able to see himself as a
human and describe himself warts and all. Those who heard him
loved him for it -because in him
they were able to see themselves.
They saw a general authority, a
rough-hewed old cowboy, struggling for righteousness and ever fighting the foxes of temptation, too
often relying upon the arm of flesh.

It might be said that Unde Golden
succeeded as a general authority almost in spite of his legitimate authority as a member of the Seven
Presidents of Seventy. The deep
love the membership of the Church
felt for this man sprang from a feeling of oneness with him.I have read
nearly all of his conference addresses and sermons, and they could not
be called captivating. His oratory
was somewhat hampered by his
high and squeaky voice, and there
was little about his avvearance to
suggest charisma. Y[; in spite of
this, you sense in this man his
warmth and total honesty. Here was
a common man stru gling with himself with an unusuafability to
acknowledge his struggle and describe it with wit and insight.
All of Golden's characteristicsfit together as one congruous whole if we
first can see J. Golden Kimball as a
tremendously spiritual man; then
we can appreciate more the beauty
of his spontaneity and its place in the
higher councils of the Church.
PerhapsGolden was misunderstood
at times because he was just hintself,
,and often we were n6t prepared for
that. We have become too accustomed to the comfort of the
stereotype. It is familiar and we can
categorize it. But where did J. Golden Kimball belong? In our hearts,
I believe, for it is our hearts which
recognized him as a great man and
loved him.

PEGGY WISEMAN

HUGH

sports car to spray the gravel in our
driveway.
But he was a good businessman, I
had heard my father say. He was
sharp and uncompmmising, and
was an excellent bookkeeper besides. I had heard his brisk recitations of brand names and catalog
numbers, and had seen the delicate
accountant's accuracy of his handwriting on the pages of the company's books, and it seemed to me
would stand up to him just once.
my father must have been right. In
Shut him up just once, can't you?"
his turn, my father was a salesman
t"'
do you want me to do?" my
and diplomat, smoothing customer
father would say, and then he would feathers Hugh had ruffled, and,
remind her that we were in the next with his bashful good humor,
"non-pressuring'Vocal farmers into
large, out-of-season purchases.
They made a fine team in spite of
everything else, and I think each
must have known that the other
knew it. But my mother did not.
Hugh was younger than my father, "Unthinking selfishness!" she
exploded on the afternoon I showed
and muscular, with gray at the
her
Hugh's postcard sent to me from
ands of his curly black hair. "Brown Acapulco.
He had disappeared the
asan Indian," my mother would say week before,
temporarily confound' 6nthe summer evenings when he ing our summer
vacation to the
emme to our house and did not wear
Hills.
Black
a %hirt or shoes with his white slacks.
"I'll be damned," my father said
when my mother waved the postcard in his face. "Ihad no idea in the
world - I was ready to report him
missing." Then he looked at me in
puzzlement. "Why you?" he asked.
I could think of no answer except
that I had recently admitted to Hugh
after a great deal of teasing that
never before in my life had I gotten a
postcard.
"That's some winning way he's got
with a practical joke, isn't it?" my
mother said.
When I was twelve years old, I
played in the semifinals of the city's
junior division tennis tournament. I
was far better than my opponent,
Hugh was my father's partner in a
small automotive parts store that
stood on the main street of the Idaho
town I grew up in. That fad is nearly
the whole knowledgeI had of his life
when I was a child.

FICTION

and by the end of the first set I was
bored. Even my best shots had become sloppy and half-hearted.
"What do you think you're doing?" I
heard a voice hiss as I sauntered to
the service line for the beginning of
the second set. I looked up quickly.
There on the other side of the chainlink fence stood Hugh, his hands on
the hips of his white tennis shorts,
with a neat strip of sweat down the
front of his pullover shirt. Hugh was
everyone's choice to win the city
championship. I guessed he must
have aced his opponent to be
finished so quickly.
"I'm winning," I mouthed to him.
"Like hell," he said quite distinctly,
and turning his back to me, he
walked away to sit with my father
and mother on the bleachers.
I stepped back at the words as
though his fist had been thrust at
me. When the set began, I entered
into it with what I thought must
have been a magnificent ferocity,
tossing my head after each point and
baring clenched teeth to emphasize
the power of my drives.
I saw the girl on the other side of the
net hurriedly smear a tear across her
cheek near the end of the set, and I
marveledat my own lack of concern.
I had heard Hugh's loud applause
after every good shot I made. For the
moment, nothing else mattered.
"The winner in two sets," shouted
the local radio announcer who was
officiating at my match, "six-four
and six-oh."
"Good set," Hugh said as he passed.
I grinned, rubbing my forehead hard
with my wristband.
"Don't flatter yourself," said my
mother. "lf you had been losing, he
wouldn't have stopped to watch at
all."

The day before the city championships, I dropped by the store to beg
fifty cents from my father.
"Hey," said Hugh, looking up from
the orders he was writing, "let's
melt our trophies down and save
them for hard times."
"I'm not winning one," I said with a
modest pimace. "Cecily's really
good. I mean, her father used to be a
coach, and all that." I shook my
head. "I won't win," I said. "But I
guess second place is better than
nothing. "
"Bullshit," said Hugh.
The next day I lost to Cecily Andrus,
four-six, six-two, and six-three. I
watched for Hugh in the stands, but
I didn't see him. That night, he won
the city championship.
"We'll never hear the end of it," my
mother said. For several weeks, we
did not. Hugh and my father displayed the trophy behind the plate
glass window at the store until the
end of the summer, when Hugh
dusted it off and took it home.
Somehow, the subject of my own
match never came up.
My sister and I were alone on the
day two summers later that our
black mongrel dog wandered into
the path of a carload of tourists returning from Yellowstone Park.
"I think we've hit your dog out
here," the womed little man in bermuda shorts said when I answered
the door. My sister and I raced past
him to the street. The dog had
somehow gotten to his feet, and
when he saw my sister kneel on the
pavement in front of him, he
staggered to her, laid his broken
neck in her lap, and died.
"He just darted out in front of me,"
the man in the bermuda shorts said
again and again. His wife and chil-

,"'I managed to say. Our dog

was very red, either from
ox sunbum, and I wanted to
s he purebred?" he asked.

's gone north on his sales

thing, if you think it will do any gwd
in the world, an right, I will all
Hugh." Then I went in the house
and cried.
I heard my sister come in the back
door as I was washing my face.
"Are those peaple gone?" I asked.
She nodded. There was a little silence.
"Have you called Hugh?" she said
finally, in a high, wavering voice.
"No," I said. I looked cautiously in
the bathroom mirror to see if the red
puffiness around my eyes had lessened.
"He's still out there, praoticalIy in
the street. I don't &re tau& him
anymore." My sister grabbed my
wrist. "Why won? you call Hugh?"
"Shut up," 1sId.
Hugh answered the phone after the
k t ring. I told him what had happened, pa 'ng careful attention to
every mo tzlation in my voice, as
though the sounds were typed out
on an emerging piece of ticker tape,
"Where's your mothcs?" Hugh intempted me once to ask.
"She's at that civic league maventionin-"
"Okay," he said. "Okay. Just give
me a minute. I'll be there."
"Thank you," I remembered ta say,
and hung up the phone. '"Ws corning," I told my sister. "Are you satisfied nowr'
For an answer, she brusSinto tears
and ran upstairs to our bedmom. I
heard the door slam.
"Come-back here," I yelled after her.
"It was your idea. Come back here
and help me." Anger forced tears
against the backs of my eyelids.
There was no sound from upstah.
Through the frontroom window, I

r

%,"I said, "there isn't anything."
We*rejust on our way home from
%eilow&me -"he began. My look
must have cut him sho&.
''Call Hugh," my sister said again.
"'All right," I said, stampingmy
aBOt. ''If JTOUthink it win solve any-

C
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could see the small black carcass
against the curb. Each time the
breeze lifted its fur it appeared to
take on new life. Except for a handful of the bolder neighborhood kids
who seemed to have come on some
sort of dare to examine the body, the
street was deserted.
"Damn you," I said softly. "Help
me."
It was several more minutes before
Hugh barrelled into our driveway in
one of the company's pickup trucks,
scattering the remaining neighborhood kids. He did not come to the
house at all. Instead, he stood on the
curb next to the body of our dog,
looking at it. Even from behind the
living room window's sheers, 1
could see the smart crease in his
slacks. Once, he turned and looked
back at the house, and I knew I
couldn't put it off any longer. As I'
passed the mirror in the entry hall I
looked quickly to assure myself that
at least most of the redness was
gone.
I knew Hugh could hear me coming
up behind him, but he did not turn
around. After several seconds he
said, "I can take him away right
now."
"No," I said. "We're going to bury
him." Up close, I could see that the
fur blowing did not make our dog
look alive at all.
"Okay," said Hugh. "Okay. I'll take
him out back, behind the tool shed,'
and you can bury him when your
dad gets home. Have you got that?"
"Yes," I said.
He stooped down on the curb and
made a movement as if to touch the
dog's head. Then suddenly he
looked back at me.
"Go in the house and get an old rug
or something. Your neighbors aren't

going to be too thrilled about looking
at this the rest of the afternoon."
llOkay,llI said.
My sister had come downstairs
again and was peering at Hugh out
of the same window I had stood behind.
"What's he going to do?" she said.
"Shut up." I had gone straight for
the hall linen closet and was on my
knees burrowing in my mother's colletion of cleaning rags.
"He's not taking him to the dump is
he?"
"No." I slammed the closet
door shut and headed for the back
door with a ragged blue bath towel
under my arm.
"Is he going to bury him?"
I paused at the door.
"Come outside gnd find out," I said,
and, opening the back door wide,
stepped down hard on the porch.
Behind me, I heard my sister ascending the stairs again.
Hugh came around the comer of the
tool shed and started across the
lawn. It was a long expanse, and I
thought that my father would be
embarrassed if he knew Hugh was
there, because it needed mowing.
But Hugh said nothing at all about
the lawn. He only walked steadily
across the yard to the porch.
When he came close, I noticed several bright streaks on the arm of his
crisp white shirt where my dog had
drooled blood. Hugh had canied it
in his arms like a child.
I swallowed several times until I felt I
had gained a rigid control of my
throat and then stepped off the
porch to meet him.
Before I could think of something
safe to say, though, he reached for
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"What do you mean?" I asked. For a
moment I was worried about Hugh
had told him. But that was silly.
''It -I thought -Do you want to
keep it?" he said. The gray tips of his Hugh would never do that. I went
on setting the table for supper.
hair rose and fluttered in a breeze.
Later that night, after my father had
f only nodded because my control of
buried
dog under a lilac bush in
my throat was suddenly not half as the backour
yard, he told me what
d@das I had thought. A small tuft of Hugh had done to make him curithe dog's fur had been caught in the
collar buckle, and I pulled it out care- om.
When my father came in from his
fully and held it so that the breeze
would not blow it away.
sales tip, Hugh was closing up the
for the night. He stopped work
store
Hugh looked worried. "Don't cry,"
on
the
adding machine long enough
he said, and I glanced down, I saw
to tell my father about our dog.
fhe drops on the back of my hand.
Father thanked him, Hugh brushed
it off, and they went back to work.
'Wo," I said, "I won't." I smeared
the water from my cheeks and lifted But later, as they were lockingup the
lnty hair behind my ears.
money, Hugh taok a hundred dollar
bill out of the safe and put it in my
'"ark
you," I remembered to say
father's shirt pocket. "Here," he
at last. Hugh looked at me for a
ample of seconds, and then his arms said. "Go buy those kids another
dog."
EPme up and curved as though they
would go around me. It was like a
When my father laughed and tried
piece of cold metal had been laid on to refuse it, he crumpled another
the ba& of my neck.
fifty dollars into his fist.
"Damn you," Hugh said to my
"Here," I said and thrust the blue
father, "Buy her two or three."
towel nearly in his face. He took it
from me with both hands.
"Okay," said Hugh. "Okay."
You tolerated Hugh's teasing because you were told to, you sent him
a Christmas card each year, and
sometimes you shared your Coke
with him when he happened upon
you in the drugstore. But you did
not have to touch him.
"What happened this afternoon?"

! my father asked me when he came
' 1 home that night. My sister was up!)

"

again.
' I "He got run over," I said. "He's out
k i n d the tool shed. We've got to
;t brtry him."
"I know that," my father said. "'But
I vvhat happened?"

::
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from Elsebeth Stuart Snow,
Mountain Meadows, Utah,
to her sister, Sarah Stuart,
Dated 19 September1857

KATHY JENKINS
I am writing this as the needles of rain
Wp out a song on the splintered porch
imd the thick blanket of grey
rob across the sky like the dust
I chased out of the cabin at the end of cornstraw.

I
!

and for a pair of wool stockings
will search you out and cany these few thoughts
as far as your front door. Perhaps if you have flour
you could offer him a biscuit

or one of Mother's honey cakes if there are any left.

,
8

Remember the five-inch lace Grandma gave us?
1used three yards and two bleached flour sacks
and made pillowcases
because John Hinckley's oldest girl
was wed a month ago
and everyone in our camp
whispered that she was already with child
so I wrapped the pillowcases in a square of tissue
Ihad pressed and saved and took them to the girl
mdtold her how Grandma had tatted the lace
en the ship from Sweden and had laid it flat
an the floor of the wagon to fill the spaces between the slats
to keep Grandpa warm.
9be cried. She told me it was the only wedding present
, d e e dglass jar.
1put it on the back of the shelf, and some winter morning
twill wipe the dust from its lid and give it to Hynun
and the children
with a loaf of fresh-baked bread.

A b i n of immigrants passed through here Sunday last;

my oldest child ran alongside one of the wagons
until it disappeared past Whitney's meadow
at the end of the lane,

:&tippingand laughing through the dusty noon.
Heran back here breathlessly, with wide-eyed tales
and the two of us sat in the doorway

POETRY

while I nursed Emma
and Hyrum walked with Brother Steele
and he told me of his greatest dream:
to follow west that endless trail.
I'm glad he can't remember now
the first time that he followed west
(blanketed within my arms) and that we left a brown-haired boy
buried at the edge of such a trail.
Mandy Parker's husband was called on a mission
and he left her with three babies and a sick brother
and a patch of corn to harvest on a three-acre plot.
She was angry;
and the bishop said we shouldn't fellowship her
because she didn't support the missionary force.
But I was coming back from Monsons' one day
and saw her sitting at the edge of the plot,
picking the stiff pieces of husk out of her bloodied hands
and I knew that without that corn
she couldn't purchase wheat or cloth
so I wrapped Emma in my shawl
(covered her face from the wicked sun),
laid her in a grassy ditch, took off my shoes,
and wandered in and out of rows of corn,
emptying my apron and my heart
pausing only twice to hold Emma to my weary breast.
They don't speak to me at Church anymore,
and Hyrum hasn't prayed with me
since I came home without my shoes.
Brother Pratt has arrived, tethered firm and riding high,
and waits outside for woolen socks
and for these lines to be tucked inside his saddlebag
and I will weep when he is gone
for I will have succeeded in sending another tiny piece of me
away from here,
away from these meadows
and these mountains
and the rows of faces singing hymns.
Perhaps Hyrum and I willbe able to visit next spring I will try to get the planting done
and maybe he'll not leave me here.
(He says he killed a man last week,
camped along the meadow's edge,
told me as he ate my stew
that maybe a hundred women
and twice as many babes
were felled. He's said nothing of it since.)
Keep faith with God.
Love, Elsebeth.

CRAIG and NANCY LAW

that in
to be
aph must be unusuof the latest

reach to succeeding generations,
helping to define their heritage. In
fact, the discovery of our dturaI
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Halloween. Garland, Utah, 1974.

events. Schools, factories, families
- things we recognize as having
heard Grandpa talk about - were
suddenly concrete images, all very
similar to the few in our family
album in the attic. Our personal re40

sponse to his work was that we
wanted our great-grandchildren to
be able to understand our life-style
from a similar visual perspective. A
second event added depth to our resolve. We heard and admired Mar-
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and Beet Days, softball game. Garland, Utah, 1974.

ne as he gave personal exon to this cultural heritage in
-music. Not only has
a unique culture into
he also seems to have
e an art form an intimate part of
to convey as
and
s."
pho-phing
began in Gar,a dMormon town where
as a life-style is easily
readily photographed, but
discovered that Mormon
ture makes a cohesive island in
as well. Thus, the portfolio

le in

order to be important in the
we, Therefore, black and white is
M n over color images for the
bus reason that color processing
wganic dyes which deteriorate
gay. Even with good care, color
1last only twenty to tlurty years.

u

Black and white images can be archivally processed to last one
hundred to two hundred years or
longer.*
'Photopphy is still a young art, and the
h i t s to photographic preservation have not
yet been found. For more information on archival processing see White, Zakia, and
Lorenz ,The Nao Z a e Sy&m Manual (N.Y.:
Morgan and Morgan, In;., 1976), pp. 136-37;
and Arnold Gassan, The Ifandbookfbr Confewpmry Photography (Athens, Ohio: The Handbook Co., 197l), pp. 78-81.
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William Allen talked with a nlasal
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,oI. Standpiclked up
thl?unfinished wall. The startled masons
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jumped from their scaffolds and ran
for cover from the barrage of flying
bricks hurled by an enraged architect, a former mason who detested inferior workmanship. Those
who remember William Allen recall
that he was irascible, feisty, jealous,
and conceited, but he was also Davis
County's best architect. He was a
member of the "Old Kaysville Brass
Band," a stalwart Republican, and
an inactive member of the L.D.S.
Church, but most of all he was a
self-made man who worked his way
upward through persistent effort
and the wise utilization of h s native
talents and powers.
William Allen was born in London,
England, on 1January 1849 and rrmained a resident of that country
until he reached the age of twelve
years, at which time he left England
for America and made the trip across
the plains with ox team and wagon
from Omaha, Nebraska. The Allen
family settled in Kaysville, where
William worked as a farm hand for
four years before learning the mason's trade from his father. William
became one of the most skilled brick
layers in the territory, but he was
determined to become an architect.
Consequently, he took a correspondence course in drafting and architecture, finishing with high honors. Because of his training and due,
perhaps, to the absence of other architects in his immediate area, William soon found himself busy preparing plans and specifications for
buildings throughout the county
and eventually, throughout the
state. For many years he almost totally monopolized the architectural
profession in Davis County and was
usually perturbed when he found
that a building had been designed in
Kaysville without his assistance.
Most of Allen's first commissions
were for houses, but as his ability
44

and reputation increased, he confidently advertised himself in major
builders' directories and business
gazettes of the territory as an architect of public buildings. His ads
were large, expensive, and usually
featured a photograph or Fen and
ink rendering of a building he had
designed. His major works included
the Davis County Courthouse in
Farmington (1899),Kaysville Presbyterian Church (1887), Kay sville
Tabernacle (1912),the Barnes Block,
Kaysville Elementary School (1918),
the Governor Henry H. Blood residence, the Barnes homes, the
Hyrum Stuart and William Allen
residences, all in Kaysville. He also
designed the Farmington C & M
Company (1910),Ka ysville City Hall
(1889), and Kaysville Academy
(1888).
Of these, the county courthouse in
Farmington is most significant. A
remarkable Victorian structure, the
three-story brick and stone courthouse featured a modified Greek
cross plan and a wealth of flamboyant detailing, particularly in the
tower.
The courthouse was one of the most
picturesque public buildings of its
day, but it was razed to make room
for a larger structure. Conventionally symmetrical and formal, the
courthouse was unlike most of Allen's residential designs, which
were often rambling, assymmetrical, and awkward in their massing.
The obvious disadvantage of learning architecture by correspondence
was the lack of on-the-job training
from a master architect. Allen's
weaknesses seemed to stem from an
absence of understanding fundamental art principles in his planning
and design philosophy. His own residence, a confusing conglomeration of dissimilar towers, wings, roof
types, and other appendages, best
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farnily joined the Mormon Church.
Four years later they left their homeland and came to Salt Lake City, arriving in November 1856. They settled in Provo .
John's first building experience for
the Church occurred in Provo,
where he designed and M t Provo's
first opera house (Cluff Hall) in
1857and helped build the old Provo
Tabernacle. While in Provo, he acquired two wives. In 1845he moved
his family to Midway, settling first in
the lower settlement in Snake
Creek, then moving to the Midway
Fort. After the signing of a peace
treaty with the Ute Indians in 1867,
Midway settlers began to build outside the fort. Watkins secured two
Nothing is presently known of Allen's works sites, one a block south and east of
between 1870 and 1885.
the fort, the other a block east. On
the first he built a rock home with
three apartments for his families. A
year later he built the famous
Watkins-Coleman home (National
John Watkins, 1834-1902, Provo,
Register).
At about the same time,
Midway
he built four other similar, though
For over 100years, Utahns and
smaller, homes in Midway -the
tourists alike have delighted in the
William, George, and Thomas Bonmany "Swiss" houses designed by
ner houses and the William Colearchitect John Watkins in Midway,
man house.
Utah. Not Swiss at all, these charmWatkins
and another Englishman,
ing homes were built in the late
Moroni
Blood,
designed and made
1860sby an English-trainedarchitect
the
decorative
bargeboards,
who used cottage designs found in
porches, fancy interiors, and handGervase Wheeler's house pattern
made, sun-dried brick for the Watbooks for models.
kins house. Englishman Henry ColJohn Watkins was born 13April 1834 eman designed the formal landscapin the village of Maidstone, Kent,
ing, which featured terraced yards
England. Most of the Watkins men
with big double gates in front, along
were builders, contractors, and arwith a large fountain, driveway, and
chitects, and this trade was passed
transplanted pine trees. The Watfrom father to son over several gen- kins house was built for his second
erations. John's father was an arand third wives. The first wife was
chitect, and true to farnily tradition, given the original home, and the
he gave his son thorough training in next wives were provided for
architecture and building. By 1852, equally in the new house. The house
John had married, had a daughter, was a well-known stopover place for
and was a practicing architect in
early Church leaders. Thirty-six
London. It was in 1852 that John's
children were raised there. So imillustrates Allen's fertile but somewhat bizarre imagination. Yet Allen
considered himself quite senstitive
in matters of design. Angered about
not being asked to design the Dr.
Guy Rutledge house, Allen attacked
the design: "It has a Queen Anne
front and a jackass behind." Such
criticism, characteristic of Allen's eccentric temperament, could aptly be
applied to many of his own creations.
Despite his shortcomings, William
Allen made a major contribution to
the architectura1environment of
Davis County. Many proud homes
still stand as testaments to the career
of a fine local architect.
-

-
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pressive was the design, and such
an improvement over the simple
adobe vernacular structures that
were commonly built during the
period, that Watkins received contracts for many other residencesand
Churches throughout central and
northern Utah, particularly in Provo

lliam Ward, 1827-1893,Salt Lake

am Ward was a Mormon conHe was mentioned fre-

Salt Lake Temple. (Ed. Note: Notice the sunstones capping
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"made gravestones of excellent
workmanship . . . and sculptured
our block for the Washington
Monument." Sir Richard Burton,
gentile traveler andwriter,amplifies:
"William Ward . . . cut the block of
white limestone with 'Deseret' beneath a bee-hive and other symbols,
forwarded for the Washington
Monument in 1853." Another account records, "A stone lion, of the
size of life, most beautifully and correctly sculptured by William Ward,
has been elevated to its position on
the battlemented porch at the south
end of President B. Young's large
family dwelling." The lion still sits
conchant over the entrance to the
Lion House.
In February, 1856, Brigham Young
visited "the House of the Lord
where William Ward was painting
the wdls to represent the Garden of
Eden," an apparent reference to the
Endowment House, where Ward
was demonstrating his skills as an
artistic painter. "Mr. Ward's crowning achievement in stones" was considered to have been a "marker for
Thomas Tamer, blacksmith and
shop foreman for the Temple Block,
who died in 1855." The gravestone
displayed symbols of Mr. Tanner's
trade -anvil, tongs, hammers, etc.
Ward, initially an enthusiastic
member of the Church, was ordained a Seventy, served a brief
mission, and became superintendent of the stonecutting department
of the Church's Public Works. In
1856, however, Ward left Salt Lake
and went to St. Louis, where he may
have spent four years after the
Nauvoo expulsion before coming to
gait Lake. Curiously, only Sir
Richard Burton gives an indication
of Ward's disenchantment. "It is lamentable to state that the sculptor is
now an apostate."
Little is known of Ward's activities
48

The Francis Armstrong home was designed
by William Ward subsequentto his return to
Utah in 1888a h a period of disillusionment
with the Church.

after leaving Utah. He apparently
continued doing architectural rendering and designing, but, after
thirty-three years of residing in the
Midwest, he decided to return to
Utah. Although he had been gone
for over three decades, the great Salt
Lake Temple was still unfinished
when he returned in 1888.
Only after William Ward's reappearance did his significance as an
architect become clear. He taught
drawing at the University of Utah,
submitted a design for the first Salt
Lake City and County Building, and
designed several residences, the
most important of which was the
Francis Armstrong home (Utah
State Register), built in 1892. In addition, he contributed important information about the design of the
Salt Lake Temple.
In 1892 when W i a m Ward was
asked to furnish an account of the
planning of the temple, he responded with a written report of his
work as superintendent of stonecutting, his assistantship to Truman 0.
Angell, and conversations between
Brigham Your,g and the architect
concerning the design of the temple,
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the thickness of the walls and the
foundations, and other details. At
the close he records: "But I do not
recollect any between Brigham and
Angell in regard to the style of the
building. Angell's idea was to make
it different from any other known
building, and I think he succeeded
as to the general combination."
Ward clarified his role in the design
of the temple in the "Temple
Suvenir Album":
'1 did not design nor assist in designing the Temple. . . While Mr.
Angell's experience had been limited to that of wood, I made out
many of the details of stone work. I
suggested the windows be recessed
to express the thickness of walls and
strength of structure. This was
adopted."
President Young apparently played
an active role in the design process:
'%righam Young drew a section
with dimensionsand indicated massing of towers and the main buiid-

*WilliamWard's designwas awarded second
place. C. E. Apponyi's plan was accepted at
first but was later found to be "difficientin
many important particulars." Rather than
turn to Ward's plan, a futile attempt was
made to revamp Apponyi's drawings, after
which the site was changed and a decision
was made to let Salt Lake City architect,
Henry Monheim, team with Bird and Froudfoot of Kansas plan a new building.

William Weeks, born c. 1810, Salt
Lake City
Some architects struggled with their
ability, others struggled with the
Church.
A traditional view of architects is
that they are egocentric, temperamental, hypersensitive, and, of
course, creative. Such stereotyping
is probably no more true of architects than of any other professionals, but it happened to characterize aptly the architect, William
Weeks. Weeks was an early Mormon convert. In fact, he may have
ing."
been the first trained architect to join
Ward also commented on his
the Church. He drew the plans for
abilities as a delineator:
the Nauvoo Temple. His drawings
"Itis true that I drew the original
show that he was well versed in
perspective view, and that Mr.
Greek Revival detailing, particularly
Angelldid not pretend to an knowl- as expressed in the alternative temedge of this branch of art. ter leav- ple elevation. Weeks also worked on
b g in 1856, I drew perspective views plans for the Independence Temple
Ear two leading architects in St.
which was never built.
Louis and also for John Frazer of
Obviously a skillful man, William
Philadelphia. None of these . . .
Weeks soon proved hard to work
h e d to draw perspective, yet
with, although every effort was
@heir
ability as architects was unmade to satisfy the temperamental
questioned. The knowledge of
designer. He complained frequently
perspective was a rare accomplish- about
of cooperation from the
ment at this time. . . . Such pictures templelack
committee
in Nauvoo and finarze no part of the work of design."
ally obtained a certificate for Joseph
William Ward, whose rela tionship
Smith in 1843"to carry out my debthe Church is still largely a myssigns and the architecture of the
tery,died of lung fever at home in
temple in Nauvoo . . .without interfhmeil Bluffs, Iowa, in 1893, a few ference." In official temple records
&ys after his wife died of
for 1844, Weeks is listed as "Arpneumonia.
chitect and draughtsman" (and

d'
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Truman 0 . Angell as "Foreman over
regular joiners"). Nevertheless,
after continued difficulties, Weeks
left Nauvoo -twelve months before
the completion of the temple.
Because of his premature departure,
Weeks was one of the first to travel
to the West. On 4 July 1846 he
camped near the Pottawatomie Indian village, a stopover on the western trek. He lived there long enough
to build a water mill which was later
used by the pioneer trains. At age
37, he was with one of the
first companies to enter the Great
Salt Lake Valley. However, his
company captain reported on 6 October 1847 that "William Weeks (and
others) had gone north with their
families and were not considered by
himself and President Smith to be in
good faith." This group of dissenters
started for Goodyear's (near what
later became Ogden) without consent and refused to return when
asked. Finally, a party of nine men
was sent out to find the "Weeks
Company," which had been trying
to avoid contact with Brigham
Young. Weeks had previously
claimed that the Saints could not
build a temple without him;
Brigham Young responded to this
remark by asking a messenger to
find Weeks and tell him "to come in
and make restitution for the wickedness he had committed, and . . .
tell him that the Saints could build a
temple without his assistance."
William Weeks briefly returned to
and lived in Salt Lake City, but his
rebellious attitude caused him to
lose the opportunity of designing
the Great Temple. He did have an
opportunity to exercise his architectural talent on the Isaac Chase Mill
(National Register), a fine vernacular structure, and his best known extant work. But Weeks continued to
chafe at regulations and finally left

the valley in 1854. He later lost his
Church membership. Nothing is
presently known of the later accomplishments of William Weeks.
All converts have some adjustments
to make, and some adjust better
than others. Adjustment in pioneer
times included loyal adherance to
council and a certain degree of suppression of individualism. While
many early Mormon architects received their training through their
Church affiliation, others, already
trained, learned to work within the
Church "system." For whatever
reasons, Weeks was never reconciled and unfortunately lost what
could have been the treasured inheritance of being Utah's premier
pioneer architect, a position which
was capably filled by others like T.
0 . Angell, who struggled mightily
but succeeded greatly.

William Weeks, probably the first trained
architect to join the Church, drew this design
for the Nauvoo Temple as well as the alternate
design which appears on the cover page of
this article.
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The Bountiful Tabernacle, a Green rrevlva~
monument known worldwide, was designed
by Augustus A. Farnham in 1857.

the Amencan towns Farnham passed through while returning from
his mission. Many of the craftsman
called to work with Farnharn were
familiar with Greek Revival detailing from their building experiences
in the eastern United States and England during the mid 1840s. One
such man, George W. Lincoln, constructed the circular stairways leading to the tabernacle gallery and later
assodated with Farnham. In early directories the two are listed as "Carpenters and Cabinetmakers." Little
is known of Farnham's other architectural works. We know he
supervised the rebuilding of the
tabernacle roaf after a strong Bountiful east wind blew the original roof
off. Another important contribution
was his introduction of alfalfa seed
from Australia to the Bountiful locality.
If he produced no other momument,
the Bountiful Tabernacle would itself be adequate evidence of the skill
of builderlarchited Augustus A.
Farnham.

Augustus A. Farnham, 1805-1865,
Bountiful
Even before the recent controversy
over saving the Bountiful Tabernacle, this Greek Revival monument
was known nationwide, even
worldwide, within the community
of architectural historians. The oldest Mormon meetinghouse in Utah,
the superlative tabernacle was the
crowning achievement of the building career of Augustus Alwyn Farnham. Born 20 May 1805 in Andover, Essex County, Massachusetts, Farnham became a
Mormon convert in 1843and advanced rapidly in Church service.
He was ordained a Seventy on 17
August 1845and was called to a mission in Australia, arrivingin Sydney
in 1851. He was called to be president of the mission in 1853and left
far home in May 1856. A carpenter
by trade, Farnham's exceptional talents were quickly noticed, and he
was asked to design the tabernacle
in Bountiful in 1857.
The Greek Revival had had some
impact in Australia and certainly
dominated, with its gleaming white
miniature temples, the landscape of Bountiful Tabernacle spire construction.
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The Eagle Emporium, designed by William
Paul as a dry goods store, was intended to be
the center of Salt Lake City's commercial
district.

William Paul, 1803-1889, Salt Lake
City
The Dewream House (National Register), also known as the StainesJ e ~ i n gMansion,
s
once Utah's most
palacial pioneer residence, now sits
in ruinous condition near the Union
Paafic Depot in Salt Lake City. And
the territory's first ZCMI store, the
old Eagle Emporium, stands hidden
beneath the neoclassical facade of
Zion's First National Bank on the
southwest comer of First South and
Main. Both of these buildings were
historically the most important of
their type in Utah in their day. The
architect of these superlative structures was William Paul, a man who,
with his sons, played a vital role in
giving architectural refinement and
beauty to what was then a primitive
western town.
William Paul, son of Walter and
Mary Mitchell Paul, was born 2 May
1803at St. Agnes, Cornwall, England. The Paul family had lived in
the St. Agnes area for two hundred
and fifty years, mostly following the
occupation of tin mining. Although
William's father had no connections
with the building industry, William
became a good mechanic and de-

Originallybuilt for W i m C. Stainesin 1857,
the Devereaux House was "the first mansion
reared in Utah." This residence soon became
the center of social life in the citv of Zion.

cided to study architecture. By the
time the family had moved to Liverpool in about 1844, William had established an architectural and building firm. In 1849, William Paul met
some Mormon elders and was converted. He soon persuaded his family to join the Church. The Paul home
in Liverpool became an important
center for Church activity as elders
Pratt, Richards, Taylor, Snowhand
others were often received there. In
1854the Paul family emigrated to
Utah. The ship's log listed William
and his son, Walter, as "joiners."
Soon after entering the Great Salt
Lake Valley, they organized the firm
of William Paul and Sons, one of the
first building companies established
in the new territory. Members of the
firm included William, his son Walter, and, later, William, Jr., William,
Sr.'s first son, a builder and architect.
On 7 April 1860, William Paul and
Ann Loader Dalling were married.
She and her son, William Loader,
had emigrated to America in 1854.
Her son was also a trained builder
and architect, and for a time he
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Following his purchase of the house in 1867,
William Jennings, Salt Lake mayor and
oneer industriahst, commissioned W~lliarn
L aul to renovate the Devereaw House.
This dose-ul
the Devereaux House shows
the flamboyant detailing of theadobe
structure wh~chwas plastered and scored to
gi\.e the appearance ot stone.

adopted the Paul name and worked
with the firm. Albert Loader Paul, a
later son of William Paul and Ann
Loader, also became an architect.
Outside of Brigham Young and his
descendants, no other Utah family
has done more to advance the art of
architecture than the Paul family.

The Staines Mansion, as it was first
called, was built in 1856-57and originally consisted of a two-story adobe
residence with a west wing running
north-south, containing a parlor and
bedrooms, and a central wing running east-west. Following his
purchase of the home in 1867, Mr.
William Jennings added a large east
wing to the house and built numerous outbuidings. Staines, a horticulturalist by profession, had decorated
the grounds with floral gardens, orchayds, and a large greenhouse.
Jennings, a pioneer industrial
leaderfVsalt~ a k mayor,
e
and reportedly Utah's first millionaire, expanded the grounds to include formal ornamental gardens, iron gates,
carriage ways, a grapey, additional
hothouses, stables, and a carriage
house and fountain. One of Jennings's wives was Pricilla Paul, William Paul's daughter. The familial
relationship was undoubtedly important, as Paul was commissioned
to make the additions and modifications indicated in the accompanying
1876 photograph. Jenningsand Paul
respected the design of the original
building and, except for the changing of the dormers from Gothic ReL,

William Paul's first major design
project in Salt Lake City was the one
for which he will be best remembered - the Devereaux House. The
Devereaux House is acclaimed for
two major reasons. It was "the first
mansion reared in Utah," having
been built for William C. Staines,
Esq, in 1857. Secondlv, it was the
center ot early social life in the center
city oi Zion. Staines hosted such
dignitaries as General Thomas L.
Kane, arbitrator of the 1858 "Utah
War"; Governor Cummings, who
relieved Brigham Young ot his governorshlp; President Ulvsses S.
Grant; Secretan, ot State William E.
Seward; and
Sheridan and
Sherman
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viva1 to Second Empire style, retained the 1857detailing in the large
additions.
The 1857 building was early Victorian in its design and featured a
Mansard roof, stone quoins, crennelated parapet walls, fancy Gothic
Revival bargeboards, and classical
bracket, dentil, and pilaster detailing. All of these features were common to English architecture of the
period and reflected both the architect's and the client's recent contad with Europe. Interestingly, such
flamboyant detailing graced an ordinary adobe structure, which was
plastered and scored to give the appearance of stone. It was at the time
of the eastern addition that Mr. Jennings gave the mansion its present
name -Devereaux House -after
his birthplace, the Devereaux estate
at Yardley, England.
The Devereaux House established
William Paul as one of the premier
designers in the territory. Modest
and unassuming, Paul did not keep
extensive records of his works, but
other sources credit him with the design of the Twentieth Ward chapel;
the construction(with others) of Fort
Douglas; the Tabernacle; the complex of stores north of the Kimball
and Lawrence stores; and several
other commercial buildings in Salt
Lake City. William Paul was also a
contractor and architect for the Miko
Andrus Company when not working independently. Paul's bestknown commercial work was the
Eagle Emporium, built in 1864 for
William Jennings.
The Eagle Emporium was built as a
dry goods store and handled "clothing, hats and caps, boots and
shoes and similar goods" obtained
from markets in New York, St.
Louis, and San Francisco. Jennings
also was a gold dealer and soon ran

the most popular and lucrative store
in the valley. In 1869, he sold his
outgrown store to the new ZCMI organization. The building became the
home of Zion's Savings Bank &
Trust Company in 1873and was enlarged in the 1880s and again remodeled in 1912by architect Don
Carlos Young.
Architecturally, the old store was
one of the early classical monuments
of the city. Its design reflected Greek
Revival motifs such as engaged
pilasters, pyramidal lintels, and a
bracketed, molded cornice.
Roman-arched windows were also
utilized in the second story of the
formal, symmetrical composition.
Taller than surrounding buildings,
built of stone, and strategically located, the Eagle Emporium was intended to be the prominent center of
Salt Lake City's commercial district.
Before converting to Mormonism,
William Paul had been a Methodist Episcopal preacher. After his conversion he remained active in religious pursuits and rose to the office of
high priest. Due to the scanty record, Paul's works for the Church
are unknown. His participation in
the public works and religious architecture of his time is at present
speculative. Paul's few known
works, however, reveal the depth of
his training and the scope of his
abilities. His achievements mark
him as one of Utah's most significant
pioneer architects.

Reuben Broadbent, 1817-? Farmington, American Fork, Kanab
Like many Mormon faithful, Reuben
Broadbent viewed his occupation as
a means of providing for his family
while he consecrated life to God and
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Reuben Broadbent, one of the Mormon proneer architects who happily combined his Church
callings and buildrng profession, designed the Bowman-Chamberlain home in Kanab. The
77-year-old architect did much of the work himself on this typically ornate Victorian house
constructed In 1891.

the Church. Frequent missions to
divers places in the territory and
high callings in the Church wherever he went allowed Reuben to combine his dual loves for the Church
and the building profession into one
happy service. Reuben was, like so
many other pioneer architects, an
English com7ertto the Mormon
Church and a man well trained in
the building industry before coming
to Utah. Born a t Kexby, Lincolnshire, England, on 23 December,
1817, Reuben was raised as an Episcopalian and learned the trade of
house carpenter from his father. He

followed that trade all his life. After
embracing the gospel, he was baptized on 26 October 1849 and was at
once appointed to preach in his
home village. Soonafter, he came to
America and spent three years in St.
Louis, Missouri, before coming to
Utah and settling in Farmington.
Here he designed and superintended the building of the wellknown Farmington Rock Meeting
House (State Register) in 1861-63.
Broadbent was instrumental in developing pioneer industries in Farmington - building a grist, saw,
and shingle mill. After being called
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to the Muddy Mission, which was
abandoned, he settled in American
Fork and put up an addition to the
city's large meetinghouse. Then
came a call to Kanab to help build a
gristmill. The mill was built, but a
flood came that cut a deep channel
through the canyon and left the mill
dry. A dilapidated gristmill at Glendale was obtained and refitted in
Kanab, only to bum down later.
Broadbent determined to stay in
Kanab. He helped rebuild the mill,
making a roller mill of it, and also
designed and built the Social Hall
and most of the other prominent
public buildings and homes in the
city. He was ordained a seventy,
high priest, and, finally, patriarch to
the Kanab Stake.
Church callings dictated the nature
of Broadbent's architectural work,
and it is clear that his expertise as an
engineer and builder were more in
demand than were his skills as a designer. But his competence as an artist was apparent throughout his life,
as evidence by the Farmington
Rock Church and the BowmanChamberlain home (1894, National
Register), built more than three decades apart. A comparison of the
two buildings is worthwhile. The
rock meetinghouse is one of Utah's
finest vernacular structures remaining from the pioneer era. A fortyby-sixty-foot rectangular building, it
cost $15,000 to construct and was
one of the territory's most commodious houses of worship. In plan,
the meetinghouse consisted of an
assembly hall, two vestries, and a
prayer room. The benches were
homemade, as were the nine tall oak
chairs on the elevated stand. The
rostrum was padded with red velvet
and tassels, and a large stove sat in
the middle of the main room. Local
records report that "Every man in
town worked on the building." It
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was a typical public works project
and, under Broadbent's guidance,
was executed in excellent fashion.
The carpenterlbuilderlarchitect
added his own personal design
touches to an otherwise plain, vernacular structure. The Romanarched doorway with double doors
and a fancy fan-light transom, the
decorative wood columns, molded
cornice and return and Federal windows can be attributed to Broadbent's ambition to go beyond the
appearance of any ordinary rock
building.
The Bowman-Chamberlain home in
Kanab was built in an entirely different age - the Victorian Era. The
fancy home demonstrated that, although most of his work had been
with small industrial buildings and
homes, Broadbent had not lost
touch with the architectural trends
of his day. Even in remote Kanab,
Broadbent was capable of construding a very appropriate and typically
ornate Victorian house. Doing much
of the work himself, including the
inticate gingerbread on the porch,
the aging, 77-year-old architect
proved his ability to make a lasting
contibution to his community.

The Farmington ROCK:nnurcnISone or uran s
finest vernacular structuresremaining from
the pioneer era. Under Reuben Broadbent's
direction, "every man in town worked on the
building."
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Lubeck: What ties does the GatherVery often small communities don't
ing Place have with the LDS
like to admit that they may have
Church?
drug abuse problems - acknowLuce: Probably the strongest ties
ledging that reality somehow affirms the all-too-painful fact that we are that 90 - 95% of our clients are
LDS. Right now we have 130 people
are mortal, that some problems are
in treatment, and that doesn't inextremely complex, and (heaven
forbid) that we may be inadequate in clude their families. Some of their
handling some situations. Fallibility families are also in treatment. Over
'the last two years we've had nearly
is not a personal characteristic we
600 clients.
presume to dwell on too often.
But admitting that a problem exists, Lubeck: Are there other connections with the LDS Church, apart
whether personal or community,
often opens doors to self-direction in from those people in treatment?
the lives of a lot of people, especially Luce: Yes. The Gathering Place is
where drug abuse is concerned.
the outgrowth of The Group, a volThe Gathering Place in Provo, Utah untary and heavily spiritual prois one such open door for drug abus- gram dealing with LDS people who
ers. An out-patient center licensed
had drug abuse problems. The
Group had the sanction of the LDS
by Utah to treat drug abuse, it is
Church, and was eventually operhelping combat a problem that
Mormon communities are beginated as part of the Church program.
A few of us who were involved with
ning to acknotvledge.
The Group developed this program.
The fnllo~vingis an interview with
Eldon Luce, director of The Gathering Place in Pro\.u.

Lubeck: How is the Gathering
Place funded?
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inappropriate destructive or negative behavior.
Lubeck: What kind of preventive
program do you have for drug
abuse?
Lubeck: Do you ever work with
Luce: Our program is primarily a
bishops or LDS authorities in your
treatment rehabilitation program.
program?
We've expanded into the area of
prevention and education, believing
Luce: Yes, we often work closely
that
the ideal would be to prevent
with bishops. Since a good portion
drug abuse from the very beginning
of our clients are LDS, often art of
so that down the road a few years we
the problems are related to t e
don't have to deal with a hard drug
Churdz, either rebellion against it,
abuse
problem. It is much harder to
wanting to get back into activity in
deal with once a person's been inthe Church, or feeling guilty about
being active in the Church and using volved for some time.
drugs. If the client is willing, we en- We have an agreement with our
courage him to sit down with his
local school districts for us to run an
bishop and talk some of these things education, prevention, and early
out. We'll come with him if he likes. treatment program in the secondary
schools. We go into the social probLubeck: Do you get any funding
lems and health classrooms with one
from the Church?
week modules of actual classroom
Luce: The Church has given the
teaching. We don't talk about drug
bishop the authority to use fast offer- abuse. We discuss such things as
ings to help pay for a person's treat- values and how to clarify them. We
ment in our program. If an indidiscuss how to make appropriate
vidual will give us permission, we
decisions and how to effectively
can contact his bishop and ask him if solve problems. We discuss building
the Church would be willing to pay
relationships, communicating,
for part or all of a person's treatment being responsible for yourself and
in the program through the fast ofyour actions and feelings. And we
ferings.
talk about alternative types of beLubeck: From what you've seen, is havior that some of these individuals find themselves involved in.
the drug problem getting better of
worse?
Lubeck: Do you work with the
teachers in the public schools?
Luce: Drug use is increasing. We
don't hear about it so much, partially Luce: We train the counselors, adbecause certain kinds of drugs, such ministrators and teachers in the
same areas as we train the students,
as marijuana, are no longer seen as
hoping that they will all interact
the problem that they once were. It
isn't as sensational as it was at one
using these principles. We also train
time when drug abuse caught the
the school personnel in identdying
nation by surprise, but it continues high risk kids who are potential drug
to grow. Drug abuse is a contagious abusers or who show other kinds of
problem. And many of the problems negative behavior. We teach how to
that cause drug abuse are not being idenbfy students who are already
dealt with effectively. Consequent- involved in drugs, and do some
ly, it persists as well as other kinds of treatment on the school ground. We
Luce: We're a federally funded
program, and are consequently
non-demoninational. We receive
some state and local funds as well.

R
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also try to get the family to come in
and get involved in the counseling.
Lubeck: Is it standard procedure to
bring the family in for counseling as
well as the individual with the drug
problem?
Luce: Whenever we can, particularly with the younger drug abuser
who is living at home, we try to
bring in the family for counseling.
It's heartbreaking to see an individual be able to put himself together and then go back into the
family settingand the patterns of interaction that are established there
which set the person right back into
the types of behavior that he was in
before. We have been quite successful in family counseling. Unfortunately, often a family refuses to get
involved. They don't want to recognize that any part of the problem is
theirs -the problem is the kid's,
they don't understand why he has
it, but it's not anything that they've
done.
Lubeck: When an individualcomes
to you with a drug abuse problem,
what procedure do you follow?
Luce: First a counselor will sit down
with him and assess the individual's
needs. Does he need a program like
ours? Does he need a mental health
program? Does he just need medical
attention?Does he need finanaal assistance, a job, education?
When that assessment is done, we
may refer the client to an agency that
suits his needs better than ours. He
may begin the intake process of our
program, or he may choose to leave
and feel that there's nothing to be
offered to him in any of those areas.
Lubeck: What's the next step if he
chooses your program?
Lue: The client meets with his
counselor a number of times. Information is collected on the client's

family background, educational and
vocational background, drug abuse
history and frequency of use. We investigate with the person his criminal behavior, his involvement with
the criminal or judicial system, and
if he has a case pending or is on
probation or parole.
Once this information is taken, we
administer a psychological test and a
test for moral maturity. Then the intake materials and test materials are
evaluated. An individual treatment
plan is then drawn up.
Lubeck: How often does the client
meet with his counselor?
Luce: A minimum of one hour during the week in an individual counseling session, and a minimum of
two hours a week in some type of
group action therapy. He may also
be involved in educational or vocational counseling.
At the end of each month he's
evaluated, as well as the goals that
have been set, and a course of action
is determined. If we weren't successful we try to determine why and
what could be done the next month
to be more successful.
Then at the point where the person
is drug free and fulfilling some socially acceptable role in the community, he's evaluated, post tests are
taken, a discharge graduation summary is written up and the person is
graduated.
Lubeck: Is there any follow-up of
the graduates?
Luce: Yes. They're visited a
minimum of four times during the
next year. During these visits we
find if they're working, if they're
using drugs again, and how they're
feeling about themselves. We also
check if there's anything we can do
to further facilitate their progress.

.
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Lubeck: How many of the people
have a tremendously high popularemain drug free?
tion of this t y g of abuser. We
haven't even gum to scratch the
Luce: At the end of a two-year
surface as far as getting them in for
period when we had treated about
five hundred individuals (not count- treatment. We'd iike to do a lot more
in that area than we are.
ing their families), 50% of those
people had been successfullyhelped Lubeck: Are most adults reticent
in getting off drugs and had stayed about coming in for treatment?
off drugs for a year fallowing that.
Luce: No, though there are some
It's an extremely high rate of sucwho are reticent, I think the prablem
cess.
is more that many have rationalized
Lnbechr: W h y is the rate so high?
to the point that they won't admit
they have a problem. They see a
Lace: I don't know exactly. We
have an excellent program. Some of drug abuser as along-haired kid in
the street who buys drugs from the
the drug cases we see aren't nearly
other long-haired person on the
as severe as in large metropolitan
comer. These adults get their drugs
m a s where there is a k q e heroin
legally and it is easier for them to
addiction. We have a population of
rationalize
that they don't redly
heroin addiction that we do wo&
have a problem. It's a relatively hidwith,but the majority of our drug
den problem. Many times the f a d y
abuse here is poly-drug abuse, use
doesn't know a problem exists.
of a wide variety of drugs, and it's
mtaddictionto any particular drug, Lubeck: Do you have m y hopes of
which is often harder to *at.
being able to eliminate drugabusein
Utah Valley?
Lubeck: How closely do you work
mi5h the BW Personal DevelopLuce: I believe that is unrealistic. I
@mtCenter?
don't think we" eliminate drug
abuse anywhere as long as the probLace: Very closely. They've k e n
lems exist that bring it a b u t . But I
supportive of our program.
do believe we can have a significant
h e of their counselors is assigned
impact
on the drug abuse problem.
b work with our program, and gives
us part of his B W time. We use him Now that the community people
bhelp train our counselors and aIso have admitted that they do have a
problem, I think they're willingto
i(lQ work with our clients who isre
work
with it. If they're willing to
B
W students.
support it financially and in other
d
ways, we'll be able to a v ~ i the
tuhck: Do you have any adults
much mare severeproblems that we
m&g in for help?
see in other places. We have an oph c e : Yes. The range of ages in our portunity to curb drug abuse and
program right now is from 11years keep it at a minimum, compared to
other areas.
d d (a boy who has been using
psychedelic drugs for two years) to
@ b v t50 years old. Older clients are
ohen what we call hidden
abusers, people who abuse prescripeon drugs. These are legal,presacip~ ~ Mbut
I S they are misused. Research
shows that in our particular area we
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MAUREEN URSENBACH BEECHER

"In my youth and 'blissful ignorance,' " wrote Luanda Lee Dalton,
"Ilonged to be a boy."' As Iread this
h e in her brief autobiography, I
smiled to myself at the archaism of
the sentiment. The only time in my
childhood when I had felt it would
be more desirable to be a boy was
during the spring run-off when the
vacant lot across the street filled with
knee-high water, and my mother
would not let me have a pair of high
rubber boots like the boys wore. I
blamed it then on their looking too
boyish -Mother wanted me to be a
girl;I think now that that was
mother's excuse, that in reality there
was simply not enough money to
afford such luxuries. But every other
advantageI sought I found -none
was denied me because of my being
female.
None was denied me from without,
that is to say. But within, there are

still vestiges of an old attitude from
which, even now, I am not totally
free. My father articulated it just as I
was emerging from a long period of
anguish over being single in a married church: "Maureen," he said, as
kindly as he could, "you are educating yourself right out of the marriage
market." He has since altered his
view - a Ph.D.,marriage, and a
baby coming one a year in the past
three years have helped - and I
have almost emancipated myself
from the last remains of what is implied in the attitude that for women
some doors are best left closed.
I think I am not alone in my "almost"
state of freedom from old attitudes
which would prove restrictive to
what Relief Society President Barbara Smith lists first among a woman's challenges: responsible selffulfillment. The other day a B W law
student came to my office for some
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help with a historically based paper
she was doing for a class in women
and the law. I thoroughly enjoyed
our talk; we compared notes on the
excitementwe both felt in tracing the
lives of the women af our Mormon
past. But at one point my visitor revealed an attitude which I have
heard often, and which distresses
me every time: "We were at an honors party in high school," she related, "when this guy I knew well, a
really sharp guy, drew me aside in a
brotherly way. 'Guys don't like
smart girls,' he said." Both of those
students are here on campus, and,
from the comments of the girl, I concluded that the young man has long
since forgotten that ill-advised advice. But the girl has not. She is still
dimly haunted by the fear that her
intellect might stand in the way of
comfortable relations with men. Intellectually she has long surpassed
the drag that such an attitude would
put upon her, but emotionally the
vestige remains. And until we -she
and I and the rest of us -can all
recognize that restrictive attitude
and understand it, we will continue
to be bound by it, to our eternal disadvantage.
One step towards ridding ourselves
of the crippling effect of thinking of
women's roles as being circumsaibed, is understanding our roots
in the Mormon past. We could begin
with our Mormon foremothers,
reading their lives in the diaries and
letters they wrote. In their struggles
against the limitations that their society put upon them we can discover
the strength to remove the last vestige of restraint which we feel or imagine we feel.
Back to Lucinda Lee Dalton. Why
should she havewished to be a boy?
Her childhood had most certainly
been privileged: evenbefore she was
old enough to attend the common
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schools in San Bernardino, California, and in Beaver, Utah, her father,
himself a teacher, instructed her in
the rudiments so that she entered
school grades ahead of her
classmates. "I. . . came to regard
the head of the class as my rightful
place," she wrote later. Obviously
precocious, Lucinda found herself
advanced from pupil to teacher's aid
by age twelve, and to teacher with
her own class by age sixteen. Her
advancement in the "common
branches" continued, much by dint
of her own diligence as she raced to
keep ahead of the bright students in
her classes. Lucinda would grasp
whatever learning opportunities
presented themselves. On one occasion she approached a "gentleman
teacher" with the request that she be
instructed in algebra. "He replied
that it would be wasted time for me
to ever study it, because I already
had more learning than was necessary for a good housekeeper, wife,
and mother which was a woman's
only proper place on earth."
At my first reading of these lines, I
fumed in anger at the repressive attitude of one who called himself an
educator. Several readings later, I
see from a different perspective: Is
not Lucinda Dalton in the same
category as my law student friend?
That she remembered the statement
so many years later suggeststhat the
problem was real, but perhaps it
existed more in her mind than in the
gentleman's. Certainly he did not retain any prejudice, for she said of
him that he later "warmly commended my efforts at self cult~re."~
Perhaps the little stings which society sometimes administers to bright
young women become infected with
imagined irritations and fester into
sores which distract us from the
higher purpose. I misquote Shakespeitre's Cassius to make my point:
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"The fault, dear Sisters, is not in our
stars, but in ourselves, if we are underlings."
This is not to imply that Lucinda Dalton was in any way an underling.
Certainly she was not actually hindered by any real or imagined social
disapproval of her attempts at education.
Let us consider another daughter of
Zion, born just two years afier
Lucinda Dalton, but raised in the
northern reaches of the Great Basin.
This is Louisa Lula Greene, and we
pick up her life story on her
eighteenth birthday when she begins a diary which now is preserved
in the Historical Department of the
Church.Let me read the first entry:

the disparity between educational
ideals and practical skills. "But courage, Louisa," reads the diary further. "There is plenty of chance for
improvement." There follows a
short little poem, most likely of her
own impromptu composing:
There is hope for the young and
healthy,
Let doubt and darkness die;
For though not wise or wealthy
There is light for me say I.4

Bad poetry, we must admit. But revealing. And followed by the real
meat of the entry for that day: "Yet
Oh how Ilong for the education that
would fit me to be a school teacher in
Zion! but this blessing I may never
know." Here we can see Louisa as
kin with Lucinda in the thirst for skill
Monday evening Apr. 8,1867
and knowledge, and in the frustraEighteen years old today. Bright and
tion set up by a system which relebeautiful the day has been. Nothing of gated education to second place,
note has transpiredthat I know of. But more immediately practical considI have been so happy! This morning I
awoke from Sweet sleep with a prayer erations coming first. "Still," writes
Louisa, "it is not impossible that
to my kind and merciful Heavenly
[education] may be mine. I can learn
Father, and now with heart full of
some here attending to the little
thanksgivings and praise to him I reones. . . . And next winter maybe
tire to rest. Elghteen years old with
hopeful, happy heart undisturbed.'
we can go to a good school." Louisa
was
growing up in Smithfield, and
There is nothing here of the pessadvanced
schooling, for her, would
imism that permeates Lucinda Dalbe
in Salt Lake City where
have
to
ton's writings. Rather I sense in
she
could
live
with relatives while
Louisa a bubbling optimism which
attending
classes.
seem almost unreal to me -had
the girl no problems? Is she living in Louisa's little school continued, and
a fool's paradise, without sufficient the little journal grew entry by entry.
wit to know that she should be an- But the plaintive wail never ceased
throughout:
guishing over her role as a bright,
capable female in a male-dominated
I have enjoyed myself better today
world? But reading through that
than yesterday, and still I am mcapamonth into the next, I find a deeper
ble of teaching the little ones the way I
sense of real issues. On May 5,
want to. Oh for an education, an educationthat would fit me for the s'tation
Louisa and her sister, apparently on
I long to hold in the Kingdom of God!
their own initiative, began teaching
"our little school." "I have not enBut throughout the diary come acjoyed it today as I had hoped I
counts of lessons that Louisa was
would," Louisa writes, and the
learning without benefit of text or
schoolteacher in me responds, remembering those hard first days and teacher: her married sister suffers
67
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through a severe illness; a close
friend is deceived in an affair of the
heart; a lame pupil comes to the
school; Louisa visits her aunt Eliza
R. Snow in Salt Lake; she prays with
the CacheValley Saints for an end to
the grasshopper plague; a comrade
dies. The year passes. She records,
"Just a year ago today I entered my
Nineteenth year; and now my 20th.
But little change has taken place
with me. I amalmostjust the same."
Almost, she writes, and realizes as
she writes that she has indeed
grown in her year's activities.
There is a break in Louisa's diary,
and then an entry datelined Salt
Lake City, UCtahl TCerritoryl,
January 1,1869. "Yes, this is the
New Year, and here am I, so far from
home and family. . . . Next Monday
must be my first day at the School if
nothing happens to hinder." And
then the universal, if unspoken,
hope of every entering freshman:
"Hope I shalllike it and get on well."
She did both - and, while in the
city, submitted some poems to the
Salt Lake Herald. The editor of the
paper, impressed with her abilities,
tried to have her hired as a staff writer. Voted down by his colleagues,
he then proposed to Louisa that she
edit and he publish a womenfs paper
for circulation among the Saints.
Louisa was by now back in Smithfield, and had other things on her
mind, as a letter to her from Eliza R.
Snow, her great-aunt, reveals.
We do not have Louisa1s letter to
Aunt &a, but from the reply it is
evident that Louisa had declined an
offerof matrimony, and was feeling
some gcult at her refusal to enter that
state which social pressure would
push her into. Let me stop with
Louisa's story here, and return to
Lucinda Dalton, for again the two
face similar problems.

Lucinda, resenting as she did the
rewards society showered upon
boys who excelled in things intellectual, saw in the same syndrome a
corollary attitude which punished
girls with similar achievements. She
knew that she already possessed
"more learning than was necessary," by her teacher's terms, for a
housewife's role. Some of us may
empathize with her observations:
Even while polite attentions from
gentlemen were in themselves pleasant, I always felt a sort of guilt in accepting for my personality what I
knew was rendered merely to abstract
youth and beauty; and much disgust
at the thought that my quick intellect,
my honest heart, my high aspirations,
all the sterling worth that was really of
myself, were never considered in this
glittering realm of pleasure to which I
was beck~ned.~

There may have been some misanthrophy mixed with her complaints
against the prevailing mores.
Lucinda was outspoken in her resentment of the position in which
she found the married woman,
"wearing out not only her youth but
her very life, drudging from moming till night to keep his house in
order, and from night till morning
with his ailing baby, only (to) be
looked on by him as an inferior being, designed by nature to serve
him." Her observations led Lucinda
early to the resolution to remain
single: "I was quite willing that
those who chose that manner of
serving the Lord might marry; but I
was determined to choose the 'better' way according to St. Paul." It
took an intellectual persuasion to the
gospel principle of eternal marriage,
a "liberated man who saw the roles
of husband and wife as complementary rather than subservient, and a
personal spiritual manifestation to
bring Lucinda to marriage. What
happened in that marriage is
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another story, one which Lavina
Fielding of the Ensign is piecing together for publication in the near fu-

ture.
The point for us is that Lucinda saw
in society's pressures some unfairness, and was willing and able to
drop out of the accepted pattern
until she received her own witness
of its rightness. Such was also the
case, apparently, with Louisa Lula
Greene. In refusing some young
man's bid for her hand, she had, she
perhaps thought, disappointed not
only her family, but Aunt Eliza
Snow as well. The response from
that first lady of Mormonism is
heartening:
I am just as well satisfied with your
present position as I would haw been
with the contemplated one. There is a
great deal to be done, and if we are
disposed we can do good in whatever
position we may be placed. I never
thought it necessary, neither do I consider it wisdom, to rush ahead, or to
take a step until we are satisfied with
the direction. I think it the sacred duty
and right of each individual to wait
until sati~fied.~

But this was 1871, and Zion must be
peopled with Saints and the children of Saints. Louisa must have felt
as much the pressure of the Church
to raise a large family as we do now
in the reverse demand of Zero Population Growth groups for increasingly smaller families. Her Aunt
EIiza responds to that pressure:
To be sure, while unmamed, one
cannot be fulElling the requisition of
maternity, but let me ask Is it not as
bportant that those already born,
should be cultivated and prepared for
use in the kingdom of God; as that
others should be born?'

A later communication from Aunt
Eha gave Louisa the enmuragement she needed to plunge into publishing, and in 1872, a year after the

letter just quoted, the Women's Exponent was born. Her duties on the
paper demanded that Louisa move
back to Salt Lake City, and there she
met and married LA& Willard
Richards, "the kindest, most intelligent man I ever knew." She continued editing the Exponent, even
through the births of two daughters,
and their deaths, one at two years,
the other at three weeks.
By her own choice, Louisa Lula
Greene Richards resigned from her
post in 1877. Her "valedictory" as
she left the Exponent is so sensible, so
wise, that I find it impossible to leave
her without sharing it with you, at
least in part. She has explained that
for the next few years she will devote
special attentior; to raising children
(a son was born to her the following
year, and three more followed him),
but adds the following:
Not that my interest in the public weaI
is diminishing,or that I think the best
season of a woman's life should be
completely absorbed in her domestic
duties. But every reflecting mother,
and every true philanthropist, can see
the happy medium between being
selfishly home bound, and foolishly
public spirited.8

What am I saying in the stories of
these two very different women? I
suspect that somewherein my motivation is the desire to present some
role models, to demonstrate the diversity of life-style possible to
women within the Mormon fold,
then as now. But more specifically I
want to demonstrate that there is
contingent upon membership in the
kingdom of God a responsibility to
shape one's own life according to
one's own abilities. Lucinda Lee
Dalton resented the fact that while
boys were encouraged in their
schooling, girls were not. She wrote,
So long as I can remember I longed to
be a boy, because boys were so highly
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privileged and so free. Thousands of
things for which I heard girls gravely
reproved, met only an indulgent smile
when done by boys. They could go
when and where they pleased, alone
or otherwise, without a thought of
danger or impropriety. Education was
offered to them accompanied with
bribes, promises and persuasions,
while [it was] doled out to girls grudgingly as something utterly wasted,
and expected to be of no future use.9

If her perceptions were a true representation of her environment,
then that is sad. But not hopeless.
Her own life demonstrates the importance and the possibility of aeating one's own life opportunities.
Certainly it is not true of Church institutions -at least in their stated
policies -that girls have less
privilege than men. President Oaks
has said repeatedly that it is as important for girls to be educated as for
boys, and President Kimball speaks
with loving pride of his wife Camilla's continuing education. The real
impediments to our progression, I
su est, is ourselves. No one is
hof%ng us back; at least no one with
whom we cannot deal. Perhaps the
road is a little smoother for young
men to achieve academically;
perhaps the rewards are more immediate. The same academic goals
are available for women though, and
if we have along the road a few more
gates to open, so much the better so much the more to learn along the
way. It is now, even more than it
was in the last century, a matter of
our personal determination.
This does not imply that I would prefer the harder role for all women.
Some of us will fail of the strength to
push open one more gate. It was that
way in the Monnon past; it is so
now. Some of us must open gates for
our sisters along the way, gates
which they cannot budge alone.
And sometimes our combined

strength is not enough. But we will
have tried. And for each of us the
rewards will be, in the long run,
equal to the effort. Of that I am convinced.
I find in the lives of which I read,
some women trapped in circumstances not of their own making. I see some of them struggling
weakly, and failing, and I am sad for
them. But some succeed, and circumstances change. I find in the
lives of which I read some women
caught in traps of their own contriving. Some of them reduce themselves to tirades of blame, refusing
to accept responsibility. But some
respond with such comprehension,
such personal strength, that I grow
just in sharing the experience.
One such, who chose her own way,
found rewards other than those she
sought. Annie Clark was raised in
Farmington, Utah, daughter of a diligent follower of the Church by his
second wife. Her love of books led
her to an excited response to whatever educational opportunities were
hers. She attended classes at the
University of Deseret under John R.
Park, and later was able to attend
Brigham Young University, when it
was Brighain Young Academy,
under Karl G. Maeser. Reading her
autobiography, published under the
title A Mormon Mother, lo I find indications that her love of knowledge
expressed itself in an attraction to
her teachers -she speaks of both
Park and Maeser with great affection. That fondness for things of the
mind led Annie to seek out companions with similar love, and in one
such group, she found herself sharing her thoughts with one Marion
Tanner, a handsome young professor at the Academy, and a rnamed
man. I read between the lines to find
her sitting, disciple-like, at the feet
of this very learned man, in love
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with his mind, excited and flattered
by his proposal of marriage. The
year was 1883, and plural marriage
was forbidden by federallawbut not
by Church law. Annie suggests that
because of her religious background
it would be "a serious thing to turn
down an offer to marry in polygamy." In the light of prevailing attitudes, I suspect she was rationalizing -a later interview reveals her
determination.
Anxious for approval, Annie went to
President Maeser, her favorite
teacher, to confess to him her quandry. "How can I know?" was her
question. Maeser, to her surprise,
launched a tirade against Tanner:
"He knows that it is contrary to my
wishes that such things should
occur in this school," he declared.
Embarrassed, he softened his comments with praises for his junior instructor, but left Annie with the
statement that "for all that, I am not
saying that you should be his wife,"
and with the injunction that she
should "depend on [her] impressions to guide [her]." "My impression guided me most favorably toward Mr. Tanner," she wrote. l1
The marriage was far from what she
had imagined. Because of the necessity of secrecy, Annie was delivered
back to her father's house imrnediately after the ceremony, while
Tanner and the other Mrs.Tanner
went on. "The family had finished
the evening meal," she wrote. "As I
sat down to a glass of bread and milk
the thought came to me. Well, this
is my wedding supper.' "I2 The
forebodingshe felt then was accurate -the few happy times when
Annie could call Mr. Tanner her
husband were far outbalanced by
the much longer times when he was
absent from her. His vast learning,
the education she had so hoped he
would pass on to their children, he

denied them as much by his attitude
as by his absence, and finally, in a
declaration of her own responsibility
and independence, Annie refused
him the help of a son on his Canadian farm, since that would have
cost the boy his year at school.
A tragedy, the youngest son calls his
mother's life. Somehow I cannot
agree. Disappointed in her expectations of married life, she grew in her
own personal life, and became for
her children the educator-mentor
she had wanted her husband to be.
There were years of poverty, of sacrifice, of occasional separation from
her children. And there must have
been an emptinesswhere sharing
would have been. Most poignant in
the account she wrote is Annie's description of the parting scene, the
end of the marriage:
One Sunday morning as my husband
and I stood on the front porch of our
home together, he informed me that
he would not come to Fannington to
see us any more. . . . Inwardly, I felt
impelled to persuade him otherwise,
and I was sure he had expected me to.
I nevertheless controlled myself. . . .
My silence at that moment was not an
easy thing.l2

I suppose family and marriage counsellors would fault Annie for her
stoic silence, and maybe they are
right. But Annie governed her actions according to her own lights,
and perhaps was seeing already the
strength and personal fortitude she
had gained, and would gain. "I am
aware now," she added, "that the
years of the preceding struggle to
live polygamy had helped to steel
me for whatever may come. I
thought in those few moments before he departed: "I'll be equal to
whatever must come.' "
Annie did not know then that her
husband would no longer contribute
to the support of the children. When
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it became apparent that the whole
responsibility would be hers, she
went to work as a housekeeper at
fifteen cents an hour -the going
rate, I suppose -but hard and
humiliating for one so capable and
educated as Annie. Eventually she
turned to nursing and midwifery,
and earned more in keeping with
her abilities. Some gates remained
shut to Annie, and in some respects
we are pained at the course of her
life. And yet there is compensation.
She took into her own hands responsibilities which fell from those
hands which, by society's rules,
should have canied them. And in
most cases she succeeded, even by
the standards she herself set.
I spoke once to a group of women
about our roots in our Mormon past.
It was just after the defeat of the ERA
'in the Utah State Legislature, and
some of the women were still smarting. In the question period which
followed, one middle-aged lady, a
particularly vocal soul, stood, and
more to vent her anger than to ask a
question, wondered why Mormon
Church leaders had been so supportive of women's rights in the last
century, and why they were so
against them now. I listened while
she told of her activities as a lobbyist
for the ERA ratification, and then
queried whether she had been chastized by her Church leaders for her
involvement. She had not. Her
complaint was not that she had been
hindered, it turned out, but that
priesthood leaders had not joined
her crusade. I think she missed the
high praise I gave her for her initiative in following a cause she considered righteous. I would rather it be
that way, would rather in such cases
we walk our own path, by our own
lights, than be forced into that one
path that someone else has found.
And in not issuing an official state-

ment on the ERA, the Church leaders left us to do just that. The issue is
not just one of sex and sex discrimination problems; priesthood leaders
did not address the civil rights
movements some years a o, either.
But no one discouraged J' Mulvay
from teaching in a ghetto school, or
Carl Keller from pa=ticipatingin
voter registration avsades in the
South.
Back to my Mormon women. They
have been held up to us of this century as examples of practically every
virtue on any side of the woman
question. If there is one lesson to be
learned from their history, it is that
they were as diverse in their approach to their problems as our
women are today. And those of us
who look for greatness, no matter
what our definition of greatness is,
can find it among those women. For
myself, I see as greatness a refusal to
be defined on any but one's own
terms, one's ownhighest goals. And
in Lucinda Dalton's insistence on
the best possible education, in
Louisa Lula Greene's determination
to wait for the best husband, in
Annie Tanner's coping with the results of her own unhappy choice, I
find greatness. I learn from these
women.
And I see in the Church around me
greatness to match theirs. I want to
know more of Belle Smith Spafford's life, and the battles she
fought, for I know something of her
victories. And in Florence Smith
Jacobsen I see strength and wisdom
from +hi& I could learn. And not
just among the Church hierarchy do
I see strength in women. I suggest
we look at some of our contemporaries for greatness. There are
enough models to help us all meet
our challenges, open our gates, be
the best of what we can be.
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DENNIS LANCASTER

THE DIXIE WINE MISSION
At the general conference of the
Mormon Church in Salt Lake City on
6 October 1861,309 family heads
were called to found St. George and
to reinforce the settlements already
established. In October 1862President Young stated that the southern
colonies should supply the territory
with wine "for the Holy Sacrament,
for medicine, and for sale to outsiders."
This phase of the colonization effort
in southern Utah was greatly
bolstered by the call of 30 Swiss
families headed by Daniel Bonelli.
Many of the Swiss company had
come from wine-producing areas in
Switzerland, and knew how to make
good wine. The mission was
strengthened by a group of expert
horticulturists called by Brigham
Young. Walter E. Dodge, known as
"the father of the grape in southern
Utah," planted his seeds and cuttings at Dodge Springs, which became a principal source for starts
and information. John C. Naegle,
who was to be known as the best
winemaker in Dixie, and whose
product was marketed under the
name of "Nail's Best," was called to

Dixie to build up the fruit and grape
culture in 1866. He built a large
two-story stone structure at Toquerville to house his polygamous family.
In the basement of this impressive
building, which stands today, was a
huge wine cellar. He purchased a
wine press and distillery in California, which he used to manufacture
as much as 3,000 gallons a year of the
most choice wine in the country.
The rich, fertile soil, warm, dry climate, and long growing season in
Dixie proved so beneficial to viticulture that by 1866 one-third of the
total acreage under cultivation at
Toquerville was given to orchards
and vineyards. Brigham Young remarked, "Ianticipate the day when
we can have the privilege of using, at
our sacraments, pure wine, produced within our borders." Another
important function of winemaking
was to provide a cash crop for the
cotton mission. In the mid-1870s the
Dixie winemakers had a ready market among the miners at Pioche,
Nevada; Silver Reef, Utah; and the
settlements to the north. Miners,
characteristically hard workers and
heavy drinkers, were happy to pay
cash for rich Dixie wine.
75
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"The habitual drunkard
cannot retain a standing
in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day
Saints."

Brigham Young was emphatically
against the frequent use by the
Saints of wine and spiritous liquors.
He felt that "wine should be an article of export and not drunk among
the Saints except in taking the sacrament." As early as 1873, Brigham
Young advised the Dixie Saints to be
temperate and wise in the use of intoxicating drinks. And in a 19 April
1884 circular from the St. George
Stake president, the bishops were
advised that ". . . the habitual
drunkard cannot retain a standing in
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, neither can he,
who for gain, or otherwise, puts the
cup to his weak brother'slips." Several local Church officials were released because of sweet Dixie wine.
Ironically, when the Dixie Saints
began to pay their tithes in grapes
and wine, the Church tithing offices
in St. George, Toquerville, and
elsewhere entered into the production of wine. Soon the Church found
itself to be the largest producer of
wine in the area. The Tithing Office
sold its surplus to the mining camps,
but as the silver deposits began to
give out and the mining towns
began folding up the St. George
tithing office stopped accepting
grapes as tithing and abandoned its
own wine press in 1891.
Wine was served for the sacrament
in all the wards stretched along the
V i i n River. This was not new wine
or grape juice -it was good, aged
76

wine. When asked if wine used in
the sacrament was new wine. one
southern Utah native comrne'nted,
"Isn't wine, unless it's fermented."
One old-timer commented. "There
was a good turn-out for church
when wine was used in the sacrament, and it might even help today." But as the abuse of the Sacramental wine increased, wine was
abandoned in favor of water in sacramental services. A directive to this
end was issued by the St. George
Stake on 9 July 1892.
It should be emphasized that the
Word of Wisdom, as we know it today, was not considered binding
upon the Church until the October
1880 general conference of the
Church when the Pearl of Great
Price and Book of Doctrine and Covenants were canonized. Until that
point, the people of Dixie considered the Word of Wisdom a good
piece of advice, but not a commandment.
And there were economic reasons
for the end of the wine industry in
southern Utah, besides pressure
from the Mormon Church. Greedy
winemakers began selling wine
made from bad grapes, or wine not
sufficiently aged, and the Mormon
and gentile customers began to turn
elsewhere. The railroad brought in
better quality California wine. And
the closing of the Silver Reef Mine in
the 1880seliminated a major market.
Farmers began pulling up grapes
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The Dixie Saints didn't
cons~tierwine a sin
wine was an important
part of the social pattern.

-

and raising other crops, though a
few diehards, regarding winemaking as part of their essential mission
to Dixie, continued planting grapes.
Private concerns have continued to
make small amounts of the sweet
beverage until this day.'

THE FOLKLORE OF DIXIE WINE
Most people in Dixie drank wine socially. The Dixie Saints didn't consider wine a sin -wine was an important part of the social pattern.
The early colonists didn't drink
often or much, maybe a glass a day.
"It was a common drink, somewhat
like Pepsi or Coke is today."2
Prominent Dixie homes had three
pitchers on the dinner table - one
containing water, one milk, and the
third Dixie wine. Members of the
family and guests chose whichever
they preferred. It was considered
hospitable to offer wine to visitors. If
the sweet beverage was not on the
family table, it was more than likely
available in the basement for any
who desired it.
Wine was present in abundance on
many occasions such as Christmas,
weddings, and weekend dances.
The fourth and twenty-fourth of July
were special holidays for the Saints.
The day's events on these holidays

$-,&
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included band serenades, foot and
horse races, and a special patriotic
assembly including songs, orations,
and toasts. The day usually started
when the town's musicians, riding
in an appropriately decorated wagon, serenaded the townspeople.
The appreciative listeners often
treated the musicians with good
Dixie wine. Following the parade
and patriotic assembly, the afternoon was usually spent in horse and
foot races as well as other forms of
sporting events. Fellows from the
surrounding communities used to
come into town to compete in the
races which took place on Main
Street. Wine flowed quite freely and
was often the commodity wagered.
Sometimes the participants got a little too much wine and would "race
up and down the streets, whip their
horses, and holler like Comanche
Indians."3
Dancing was a favorite activity of the
early pioneers in the Cotton Mission. As with other social functions,
admission tickets were paid in kind,
and wine was used in this capacity.
Musicians were often treated with
the sweet liquid. Not only did Dixie
wine contribute to rowdyism in the
dances, but also offered encouragement to the bashful participant. The
story is told of a bashful boy who
would never dance unless he had a
little Dixie wine under his belt," and
then he was very ~ociable."~
Wine was almost always present at
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We tarried too long -the
wine was too strong
We got drunk on his
sweet Dixie wine.
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wedding receptions in Dixie; it was
expected. As one southern Utah historian candidly commented, "You
were a cheapskateif you didn't serve
wine. John D. Lee gave a wedding
party for his daughter in which 200
people participated. The evening
was interspersed with song, good
talk, and "wine of our raising."
Brother Lee concluded that "every
person as far as I know enjoyed
themselves to the hilt."6
Dixie wine also found a permanent
spot in the pioneer medicine chest.
An oft-used remedy for the common
cold had as its basic ingredient good
old Dixie wine. As Ivy Stratton
explained, "When I had a bad cold,
Mother would make me take a cup of
heated wine with something hot like
ginger in it and go to bed. It was
really wonderful to cause you to
perspire which helped to get a cold
out of you."' Cure or not, this
remedy for colds was widespread
and widely accepted by the early
Dixie settlers.
Wine was often used to soothe and
relax a nervous or tired pioneer. "If
you drank enough wine," declared
ivy Stratton, "in a little while the
feeling would come over you you'd feel stronger, like I can live
forever -just nothing bothers you.
If you have a little ailment it goes
right to that and soothes it. . . . It
was a wonderful feeling."* These attributes served as a bracer and
helped the colonists over many a dif-

ficult time. Levi Savage, an early
colonist, mixed wine with numerous
things and said of the medicine,
"Did me a lot of good; in fact I might
say it even cured me."9 Dixie wine
may not have possessed all the
medicinal powers which early
pioneers attributed to it, but it made
them feel better and that was half the
battle.
A cache of hundreds of colorful
stories concerning Dixie wine exists
as a heritage of the past. Although
most of the stories have been
handed down several times, often
told for effect, they originated in actual experiences and enriched the
folklore of Dixie.
One man was known as quite a
drinker. In his later years his
nephew stayed with him. The man
asked his nephew to get him a drink
of wine once when he was a little
under the weather. The nephew got
a glass of wine and brought it to the
man. Uncle Leish poured it on the
ground and said, "That's an insult to
bring a man a glass of wine when he
wants a drink of wine. Now go get
me a drink of wine!" The nephew
got a milk pan a little over half full,
and Uncle Leish said, "Now, boy,
that's what I call a drink of wine."lO
Numerous people from St. George
used to make the trip to Delamar,
Nevada, to work in the mine. They
would often stop in "Clary" (Santa
Clara) and purchase wine for the
trip. The story is told of one chap

DIXIE WINE

to Dixie youngsters.

who stopped at the Boomer hone
and requested five gallons of wine,
but explained he diWt have the
money to pay for it until he got back
h m the mine. Brother Boomer
W e d at selling wine on credit until
the miner said, 'Well then, give me
ten gallons and I'l leave five for secwrity.,, l1
Karl Larson, prominent southern
Utah historian, tells a story about
playing trombone at a dance in
k d s . Everyone had been drinking,
and at intermission the five
bandsmen went out for some fresh
air. They met a p u p of dancers
who offeredthem a drink of wine.
The drummer accepted, and after a
couple more stops, "had more than
enough to make him feel good.
When we got back in there and
started playing, man was he hammering those drurns." When asked
where he got all those notes, the
drummer replied, "There should be
me line of music here I'm supposed
to play, but I can see three and I'm
playing them aIl."l2
It was advised that the early
oneers shouldn't give wine to the
dians. Once an old chief was invited to eat at the family table of John
C. N e e . The chief asked to say
grace and was given permission by
Brother Naegle. This was his prayer:
"Oh great spirit, bless my friend
John,all his squaws and papooses,
an$ bless that good wine that my
Mend hzls in his cellar." The prayer
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worked, because he was given wine
to go with his dinner.I3
The stoq is told of a Dixie peddler
who went to KanaravUe with a
wagon full of wine. Kanaraville was
known for its rough youth, so the
peddler took precaution against
theft of his liquid cash by sleeping
atop his load. Several young fellows
outsmarted the peddler by drilling
up through the bottom of the wagon
and into a barrel of wine. The barrel
was drained and several washtubs
filled with sweet Dixie wine to be
enjoyed by the youngsters.14
Thales Haskeil, Ira Hatch, and
Guthiel McConnel spent a winter
living with the Hopi Indians at Old
Oraibi. One morning, after their stay
with the Indians had entered mmewhat into the phase of boredom, the
three noted Mormon scouts were
seated on a ledge in the sun pondering their lot. At length, Thales Hasken spoke up and said, "I have just
decided why we three were chosen
for this mission. You, Ira Hatch, are
mare Indian than white anyway,
having chosen an Indian wife; and
you, McConnel, have long been
known to have more zealthan good
judgment;, an$I was chosen by
Brother Young so that the I h k wine
would get one year
There are several stories concerning
the fermentedgrape pulpor pamace
that was left when the wine was
pressed off. Georgians Milkt speaks
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"President Young, it is
utterly impossible to
drink flve gallons of wine
and stay sober."

of a horse named "Old Billy" who
"ate profusely of fermented grape
pulp and was ludicrously drunk."l6
JosephineHamblin remembers
throwing the "pummies" (pomace)
out to the chickens and watching
them "flappin' all over the place couldn't walk,just flapped."l7
During one of the winters Brigham
Young spent in St. George, he was
much perplexed by the indiscriminate tippling among many of the
local Saints. To solve this dilemma
he recommended that the municipal
government pass an edict that wine
could not be purchased in quantities
smaller than five gallons. This, he
reasoned, would put an end to the
tippling. Not long after the passage
of this ordinance Brigham Young
chanced to meet Brigham Lamb on
the street. Brother Lamb was more
than moderately intoxicated. As he
approached his Church leader and
before President Young could reprimand him, Brother Lamb said,
"President Young it is utterly impossible to drink five gallons of wine
and stay sober."1s
A rich Spaniard from Pioche, Nevada, was marrying one of the "girls"
from Silver Reef. For the wedding
celebration at Silver Reef he ordered
severalkegs of Toquerville wine.
The party was a great success, but
the spigots were too slow for the
thirsty celebrants, so they poured
the wine out of the kegs into a huge
wooden tub from whichit could be

more rapidly dispensed. The next
morning the bride and groom with
their attendants mounted their
horses to ride to Pioche, but something was wrong. The two leading
horses were not behaving with
proper decorum. They side-stepped
and danced and wove from side to
side. Their eyes sparkled and their
lips were lifted as if in ribald grins.
No one could explain their actions
until it came to light that the boy
who tended the horses had watered
these two from the very same
wooden tub that had held the wine
the night before. The dregs left in the
bottom- and you may be sure there
were not many -diluted with the
water put there for the horses and
sufficed to intoxicate the animals.lg
The story is told of two To uefites
who were guests at a Relie Society
social. The sisters had been asked to
bring different kinds of fruit juices to
be mixed together for the refreshment. The two brethren brought
their own form of juice and during
the party succeeded in spiking the
punch with a gallon of sweet Dixie
wine. It is said that the sisters
would "come over and pour themselves a glass, comment at how good
it was, and by the end of the evening
were feeling pretty happy."Z0 One
of the better winemakers in Dixie
was a man named Schmutz who
lived in the little town of Middleton,
between Washington and St.
George. It is said that whenever
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"Oh great splrlt, bless my
trlendu, John, all his
squaws and papooses,
and blers that good wine
that my friend baa in hb cellar."

Brigham Young passed the S c h m t r b
place he w d d stap and come in for
a glass of wine. "Jwone glass 01
wine, thafa all he would drink, and
he always wanted a sandwich ta go,
along with it. He wot~Idsit there and
sip that wine just like a cup of tea."2'
Olive Burt ielates, srtr inieksting
story about two government agents
named MGeary and Armstrang
who came t~T
d e to catch a
polygmist. M ary ialdhis aide to
go mound to f?ie back taiwatdc wWe
he stayed in front. Armstrong cornered the small home and noticed a
'barrel with a canvas tight ovem the
top. He thought he'd step anto.t h
canvas to get a look in thewindow,
but his weight dislbdgd thi~eantds,
and he kll Mtu the barnid. Tke hnce of riperhg wine quickly inthe agent &at it w m ' t a rain
barrel he'd fdkn i n t ~Me
. dhkd
out, licked his chaps, and then, us*
hb hands aS 6 dippert w W ~ ~wfO
01ke
McGeary, curio& a b u t the stillness
at the rear af the mtta'ge, tiptoed
around the house and found Itis
companianstretched out on the
ground fast '.sleep. He t d in fhe
situation4,
fsllawing&e 1
-e
of his
pa.rt&lfreely. The
bother mdhis p l d spausehad an
u n d i s m d night, andin h e morn& two red-faced agents humidly
town.^
Wine inthe c d h was often a p t
temptation to W e yamgsbs. EeH
CovSrrgfon zernenlbemone escapade

s?!r

rd

when he was ahraat twelve. He and
two Mends ''IMW" hisumale's
wine;c e h and swtdhd %a fivegdan k q s d g d W e wine

wM&

Hldlino ha$@&.
"My
~ c l qever
e
Sorrtnd ~t who &wiped
lib wine, and we 4
o
llr
o
W enjoyed our ten g&ns of wine."23
Oat3 day a fe&wqtok a i$dbxtaf
wine frm Ivy %ratton's
father, ~ i l ~ Ian&
a m an hid
md-it in
the hay h the bam.He%= so pmud
d this a c m p & M @ t t h t RCr ran
to tell hy who,ptrlptly restolethe
immure. aqy and two af his pals
~& ttl &k& &Q
0f W h e ~ f. ~ y
said he went t~ h d smday-e n t
and didn't get up attlWe-

f

at

S ' i g w a r sa h&tepastime dfefre
We settkm, u
id q k e awed ll'
many a 14fic.Zt b impassibleta rec a d the a c b d sang and amd e n t , but &@ wards to ~ o ~ ~
hvotiltes are as f ~ h s
Billy W g we all b e w a n d m a Hanltodi

Both-dmoPverpm*.
They saidta pay up mthsy*st;rkemwpnp
To pay foPfh&SwW M

ew e .

Ta pay for ESeir sw&t &?I

wine.

AleK Fulle1m ne%*we~paidma mspwts,

Respect f
~Isqm*.
'
~
He ~aveeacha alp, md'totdusi h sup,
Tasup a n h i s ~ l l a ~ .
To sqp od his h W & w@e.
Tkm over ta W,we hastem our stads.
memads wdfa so dust$, b& he.

~ S M i n $ i w e f o w t d l u r d ~ l ? e wsure
iis
boyltld

Dixie wine also found a
permanent spot in the
pioneer medicine chest.

To serw us his malaga wine.
To serve us his makga wine.

THE GOOD OLD KEG OF WINE

Then on to Bellevue, Brother Gregetson too
A maker of very sweet wine.
We tarried too long-the winewas too strong

There'sa time in each year, when the boys do
feel queer
With the good old keg of wine;
Like birds of a feather, they all flock tagether,
Whee the sun rpfuses to shine;
Forgetting their sorrow, no trouble they borrow,
When giddy they think it is fine.
Their neighborsannoying, themselvesare enjoying
The good old keg of wine.

We got drunk on his sweet Dixie wine.
We got drunk on his sweet Dixie wine.
Now on to Springdalewe followed the trail,
Thetrailof thesweet Dixiewine.
Bill Duffin was there and he said beware,
Bewareof his sweet Dixie wine.
Beware of his sweet Dixie wine.
Then on to Roche with a broken-down coach
And a harness all mended with twine.
JakeJohnson was there and he said beware,
Beware of their whisky so strong.
Beware of their whisky so strong.
Next morning we woke a bunch of old soaks
And found that we were all broke.
We vowed never again, oh, never again
To drink of Jake's whisky so strong.
To drlnk of Jake's whbky so strong.
Then homeward we're bound.
A great lessonwe'd found.
We vowed never again, oh, never again to
leave our home,
The home of our sweet Dixie wine.
The home of our sweet Dixie wine.

JosephineHamblin, a Dixie native
now residing in Salt Lake City, freuently frvvors her family and
nds by singing "Sweet Dixie
Wine." 2 ~
Moses E. Gifford, a well-known
Dixie musician, wrote the words of
the followingsong to the tune of "In
the Good Old Summertime." Carl
Gifford, who sang the song to me,
said that his father wrote the song
based on an actual experience.

&

Chorus:

The good old keg of wine, boys, now don't
you look Ene
Strolling up and down the street, singing
keggy mine;
I'll hold your head, the keg holds mine,
And that's a very good sing, they get boozy
woozy on
The good old keg of wine.
When the weather is warm, like bees they will
swarm
With the good old keg of wine.
And when it i s cold, if a wife she will scold
At the good old keg of wine.
When the stomach grows sour, they'll heave
for an hour
When d e d to a meal, they'll decline,
They try not to show it, think the women don't
know it,
With the good old keg of wine.
Chorus:

The good old keg of wine,boys, now don't
you look fine
Sprawling out upon the ground, singing
keggy mine,
I'll hold your head, the groundbumped mine,
And that's a very good sign
That they got boozy woozy on the good old
keg of wine.
They gather in groups, go out in hen coops.
With the good ole keg of wine;

DIXIE WINE

The Dixie Wine Mission
was, for a while, one of
the most successful of
Brigham Young's "selfsufficiency" fnissions.
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NOW YOU CAN RECEIVE
THIS OUTSTANDING NEW
BOOK FOR ONLY $3.95
(regularly$4.95)WHEN YOU
JOINTHE LDS BOOKS CLUB.
This remarkable book offer is our way
of introducing you to the LDS Books
Club. As a member you'll save on all
your Church reading. For every four
booksyou purchase at retailprice, you
get one free -a savings of up to 20%.
Order your personally autographed

--------------Under
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Pnd for only
$3.95 and enroll me in Me LDS Books Club. I
agree to purchase four additional boob during
the nexttwelve months. Please send me monthly
reviewsso Iwill knowthe latestchurch reading. I
understood I may cancel any time after purchas-
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The Kinghm or Nothing
by Samuel W. Taylor
New York: MacMillan
Publishing Co., 1976.
406 pages, $15.00.
Reviewed by
David H. Bailey
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The Kingdom or Nothing is a fascinating and absorbing look at the life of
John Taylor, third president of the
LDS Church, written by a grandson,
Samuel W. Taylor. The book is
thoroughly researched and brightly
written, combining an accurate account of a trying period of Church
history with a moving portrait of the
Church's leader during that time.
such a book is a welcome
to
our Latter-day saint history. Due to
great sensitivity about polygamy
and other problems of John Ta lor's
time,mur&
write= in the
been discouraged from carefully
chronicling the events of that
period. For example, in the only
other biography of John Taylor, the
entire account of his ten-year administration, including the aficulties of trying to lead the Church
while in hiding, was reduced to a
few paragraphs. A similar biography of Brigham Young somehow
managed, in its nearly 600 pages, to
avoid any mention that the prophet
had more than one wife. Also, many
Mormon writers regrettably have
felt compelled to portray leaders of
the Church as erfectand infallible,
deftly editing rom their works any
details which would show these

men subject to human weaknesses
such as anger, jealousy, or making
errors of judgment. Such &ographies are perhaps suitable for
light, '"faith-promoting' reading,
but they are inadequate for serious
students of our Mormon heritage. h
addition, such writings deprive
readers of the opportunity of learning the lessons of life which could be
gained by observing how such men
actually overcome everyday troubles and failures.
In this book, Samuel W.Taylor accomplishes the difficult task of presenting, in an objective, lively narrative, much long-Tost historid material relating to the life and administration of John Taylor. The author,
along with his brother Raymond
Taylor, located and copied bunh d s ofletters, journal entdes, and
other materials from the Church's
archives and
The result of this effort is a prodigious
amount of interesting material,
much of it brought to light in this
book for the first time.
Some of the findings are rather
startling. For instance, the Taylors
located in the archives the complete
report of the physicians attending
Brigham Young during his sudden
illness and resulting death. Combined with modern medical pathological analysis, the report indicates
that Brigham Young definitely did
not die of cholera, as was previously
thought, but instead was very likely
the victim of arsenic poisoning. The
reader is left on his or her own to
speculate about the apparent foul
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An outstanding feature of the book
Another finding recorded in the
is the very real por~rayalof John
book is that had it not been for a
Taylor and other principals in the
severe snowstorm in the Sierras in
narrative.
Some readers may Squirm
1&19,the history of the Church at
such
a
candid
porttayal of these
indeed of the whole West -wodd
Church
leaders,
but
others win find
likely have been d n s t i d y differthe
descdption
delightful to lead
ent. The snowstorm delayed a terand valuable for its
ritorial official carrying a proposal
from the federal government for the
is
joint admission of Utah and califor- One weakness of the
nia to the Union. As a result of the that the author seems prone to
delay, California was admined alone eulogize hisgrandfatherwhen mom
have been in Orand Utah's statehood was deferred.
der.
Also,
he
occasionally
vents
Had Utah been admitted at this
(such as the denial of actime, the ~
h long
~
~ with* complaints
~
cess certain materials in the
the federal territorial government
Church Archives) that perhaps
would largely have been averted.
would have been better kept to himThe author has a flair for the mystic, self.
and he delights in recording genuine L)ue to spce
the author
spiritual experiences in his book.
could include only part of his copiOne example is a vision of John
ous research material, but some adTaylor, in which he saw Brigham
ditional explanatory Momtion
Young, who encouraged
to
would have been desirable. For instand fast in the shuggle with gov- stance, the en&ng of the book may
enunent powers then
to
leave the reader somewhat cogfused
the Church. Another remarkable
if he is not mmpletely familiar with
expence in the book was the history of the po1ygamy problem
the aPparance Joseph Smith to
afterJohnTaylor's death. A brief hisJohn Ta~lOrrand
others at a meeting tory of the Manifesto and of other
in a farmhouse, during the period
Church declarations which even&that John Taylor was secretly mov- ally prohibited all plural marriages
ing from house to house hiding from (even fiundergmund~and foreignterritorial officials with arrest warcounq plural marriages)would
rants.
have been valuable.
On the other hand, the author does
not hesitate to deflate some timehonored folk traditions which do not
hold up under careful research. For
instance, in one footnote he blandly
points out that nowhere in the journals of JohnTaylor or Parley P. Pratt,
or in other reliable sources for that
time, is mentioned any instance of a
spectacular crop rescue by cricketeating seagulls. Thus it a pears that
this favoriteanecdote of &ur& history may well be apocryphal.

Samuel W. Taylor's latest book is
certainly not dull. Scholars should
appreciate the author's objective,
fact-finding approach, which leaves
the interpretationand analysis of the
sometimes-puzzling facts to the
reader. Serious studentsof Mormon
history will find the book to be a
repository of little-known, intriguing historical fads. And the general
reader will find the narrative fastmoving, exciting, and (yes) even inspirational.
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ally want, we rarely ask for information that we don't get.
The book also deals skillfully, if con(Brigham young
servatively, with some of the trickUniversity Press,
iest
events in BYU's history: the
April 1976,894pp.),
ZarahemIa
expedition and the scanreviewedby Oscar Davis
dal
over
B
W
President Benjamin
and R. Gene Olsen.
Cluff taking a third wife in Mexico a
decade after the Manifesto; the firing
of several professors early in the
twentieth century for teaching ideas
It's hard to think of this 900-page
directly contrary to LDS doctrine
book as an abridgment -until you
(no, not just evolution); and Absee the four-volume work it was
raham Smoot's quarrel with Presicondensed from. Wilkinson,
Skousen, and a team of researchers dent John Taylor over rent on the
BW-owned tithing block. We had
and editors have done an excellent
to take a few things with a grain of
job of condensing the huge bulk of
salt: Wilkinson and Skousen were
material. This one-volume work is
not too subtleabout siding with Karl
always readable, often interesting,
G. Maeser in his view of innovator
and occasionally insightful. Let's
Benjamin Cluff, and the unending
face it: before reading this book we
accounts of President Harris1globecouldn't think of many things less
trotting give these minor episodes
interesting than a history of BYU.
But after the first few pages, we were far more importance than they actually had.
caught up in the story, not of an
institutionof learning, but of the
people who struggled to help it sur- If the history occasionally meanders
and gets sidetracked on totally unvive. B W is only a part of a much
important things (do we care about
larger story. The writers of this hisFranklin Harris's or Ernest Willcintory give us frequent glimpses of
son's
official platforms in their
that big picture, particularly in the
senatorial campaigns?), we must
first half of the book.
blame it on the difficulty of deciding,
Because of Ernest L. Wilkinson's
out of masses of information, just
prestige and incredibly wide acwhat to include and where to put it.
quaintance, this history had access
By and large the writers have done
to documents, letters, memos,
well. And even if you already own
diaries, and transcribed interviews
the first two volumes of the comthat might not otherwise have been plete history, this volume isn't a bad
available. The book cites the diaries investment. It's more readable and
and personal correspondence of
more Iikely to be read.
such figures as David 0.McKay,
James E. Talmage, John A. Widtsoe, When Josiah Quincy, writing in
1836, brought his history of Harvard
and Stephen L Richards. There is
University to a close as it apeven a footnote citing a note that J.
proached 1780, he wrote, '"The hisReuben Clark, Jr., jotted down on
tory of Harvard University has now
his desk calendar! With so much
material available, it's a wonder the been brought down to our times; to a
book is as short as it is, and if there is period too near to be viewed in just
occasionally more detail than we re- historical perspective." It's a shame

Brighmn Young University:
A School of Des tiny,
by Ernest L. Wilkinson
and W. Cleon Skousen

SUNSTONE

that the authors of Brigham Young
University: A School of Destiny didn't
exercise similar restraint, and end
their history in 1951. The book would
have been a much better history, besides being much shorter: almost all
the serious flaws in the book are in
the twenty-three chapters dealing
with the last quarter-century of BYU
history -the Wilkinson and Oaks
administrations.
Often the authors indulge in fartoo-personal writing for an official
history. The book sometimes reads
like a personal memoir. Talking
about army trainees at B W during
the Brimhall years, the authors
write, "Ernest L. Wilkinson, future
president of B W , was among
them." A few pages later, the authors mention that only twelve students received diplomas in 1921,
"among them Ernest L. Wilkinson,
future B W president."
We get

Ernest L. WiLkinwho
all
the newspapers in Utah with his
story on Franklin Harris' appointmerit as BYU president; Ernest L,
Wilkinson, editor of the school
paper, whose advice to the administration about the future role of
BW was eventually fulfilledby Dallin Oaks; Ernest L. Willcinson, head
of the Washington, D. C., chapter of
the BYU Alumni Association, who
wrote many letters to General Authorities and gave many speeches in
Utah about what should be done
with BYU -though, of course, he
was not at all interested in the thenvacant position of B W president.

But even if we indulge the authors'
over-attentionto Wilkinson long before he became important to B W ,
there are many places in the last half
of the book where they intrude their
own views to the serious detriment

of the history. Why is there an entire
chapter on the junior college program, which never came to fruition?
Why is mention made of a social
work program that never got off the
ground? By coincidence, these were
both programs that Wilkinson
backed for a long time with great
effort. We can't help but wonder if
the authors aren't saying, "I told you
so," or at least, "It would have been
better my way."
If one thing is clear from the Wilkinson chapters, it is that he exercised
iron control over all aspects of the
University. The fact that nothing of
great value began in the lower echelons is not surprising in light of Wilkinson's authoritarian view of
proper school government. He insisted that the faculty have no direct
dealings whatsoever with the Board
of Trustees, and that any and all
complaints about B W go directly to
Willcinson -not exactly the best
way to encourage open and honest
comment from students and faculty.
The authors are very patronizing in
their attitude toward President
Oaks. When Oaks appoints comrnittees on conflict of interest and
c o ~ w g h tand
s Patents, without insisting on detailed guidelines, the
book is doubtful that anything good
can be accomplished. Oaks's clear
Program of delegation of authority
and Water administrative leeway
0" the college and department level
is viewed skeptically. We had to sift
through SOme pretty h d e d lan€Page to realize that changes since
1971might actually be for the better:
Under Wilkinson, college deans
were virtually powerless and department chairman were essentially
clerks, while under Oaks salaries
and hiring are largely decided on the
college and department level, and
university committees, once strictly
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"advisory," now make decisions
that are largely binding on the university. We wonder if, as the authors
seem to think, this is a sign of weakness in the Oaks administration. It
seems to more a sign of great personal strength. It takes a very
trusting leader to
give power his underlings.
Other statements simply don't belong in the history. Why are three
pages in chapter forty-one devoted
to abortion and b i h control? Why
are strongly conservative political
views injected frequently in the last
half of the book? Occasionally the
history even becomes ridiculous: to
prove that B W students don't believe in abortion, the writers point
out that the BW health center director hasn't heard of a single case of
abortion in his twelve years at the Y.
but we suspect that
We aren't
the
the
center
be about the last person at
B W to hear about student abortions.
Perhaps the saddest thing about the
last half of the history is its conclusion. When the authors point out
BW's contribution to the pursuit of
truth, they can only list the Word of
Wisdom, the Book of Mormon
Lamanite doctrine, the U.S. Constitution, and the Mormon ideal of
the family, none of them developed
at B W . Service to mankind includes
aid to Iran in the 1950s, aid to Jordan
in the sixties, the LDS missionary
program, research for the Mormon
Church, temple work by BYU students, the once-upon-a-time Family
Movie of the Year Award, the Mormon Festival of Arts, the Folk Dancers, and the Program Bureau. We
wonder where in all of this are BW's
great contributions to the world of
science, literature, art, scholarship?

''

*

There have been a few. Too few. The
lists of BW's accomplishments are
eloquent in what they do not say.
But, unintentioMUyperhaps, the
authors end the book on an encouraging note: Dallin Oaks seems
to be directing the University toward
serious pursuit of excellence. He
calls for faculty members to write
good textbooks, he insists on good
teaching and research, he expects initiative and leadership at all levels,
and he decries students who are not
seriously pursuing an education.
Scholastic standards are rising. B W
is becoming a good, perhaps someday excellent, university. Someone
seems to have discovered that
biggest is not necessarily best, that
not everything that matters can be
measured in numbers and percentages, programs and grade-point
averages.
In spite of the flaws in the last half of
the history, Btighm Young UnivmsC
ty: A School of Destiny is a valuable
book. Wilkinson and Skousen have
been thorough. Besides being an incredible bargain at $7.95, it is worth
reading, and a careful reader can
draw his own conclusions from the
mass of information. The information is valuable. The conclusions are
important. And even the flaws
themselves reveal a great deal about
the problems B W has had and will
have as it struggles to satisfy the
Mormon Church, the academic
world, and the students who go
there for an education.
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Brighmn! by Arnold Sundgaard and Newell
Dayley, directed by Max Golightly, choreographed by Dee Winterton, and produced
April 1976 at Brigham Young University; and

Here's Brother Brigham, written, directed, and
performed by JamesArrington March, 1976
at Brigham Young University. Reviewed by
Frederick Bliss and P. Q. Gump.

Then, relying on descriptions and
his own deductions, this talented
ACT-trained actor re-created
Brigham Young for a couple of
hours. He used little make-up, and
yet his characterization was so detailed that more and more frequently throughout the play we
found ourselves recognizing
Brigham Young for a few chilling
seconds. The man he showed us was
warm - sometimes scorching and we could understand both how
he led thousands of people to a dry
mountainland to build a GodHere's Brother Brigham was a oneoriented civilization, and how he anman show in the tradition of Mark
tagonized most of the American
Twain Tonight andGive 'Em Hell, Har- public and even some Mormons.
ry. James Arrington, son of LDS
It was a small show, with a small set
Church Historian Leonard Arand a feeling of closeness. Arrington
rington, thoroughly researched
worked with a tiny budget, and his
little-known quotations from
publicity was almost all from unpaid
Brigham Young and comments
articles and word-of-mouth comabout him by his contemporaries,
both friendly and not so friendly. He ment. But the house was full nearly
every night.
combined the quotations skillfully
into a highly entertaining script (it
Brigham!, of course, was never
would make marvelous reading).

Two theatre pieces marked the end
of BW's centennial celebration:
James Arrington's Here's Brother
Brigham and Arnold Sundgaard's
Brigham! Two more different productions would be hard to imagine,
and it would be tempting to use
them to illustrate two directions
being followed in Mormon theatre
- too tempting, in fact, for us to
resist. Remember, though, that the
plays stand by themselves; nobody
meant them to represent trends. We
just see things that way.
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meant to be intimate. With a sixfigwe budget and the huge
Center playing
for a
it
was more pageant than play. Direc
tor Max Goli htly and choreorapher Dee v$nterton did a
job maneuvering huge groups
around the stage -in years of attending B W and other productions
we have never seen so polished an
opening night performance, B ~ cause of the size of the auditorium
the cast also had to cope with a prerecorded s&pt - as they gestured
and walked the actors mouthed
words coming over the loudspeaker.
But, with some exceptions, the directors and cast overcame the difficulties caused by the size of the
production.
Newell Dayley's music was appropriate -brassy and bold, lively and
loud. And occasionally he exceeded
the requirements of ordinary stage
music and composed something extraordinarily good, notably a trio between Brigham Young (Harve Presnell)~KarlG.Maeser(ClayneRobison), and Abraham Smoot (Scott
Wallace). The overwhelming majority of the huge audiences enjoyed
the show, and cast members report
that the show was a pleasant and
sometimes spiritual experience.
But -and would we be critics if we
didn't have a but? -in spite of good
production work, the show was not
good theatre by any standard except
size and sales. The first mistake,
from which the show never recovered, was hiring Arnold
Sundgaard to write the script. His
chief qualification was that he wrote
Promised Valley for the 1947Utahcentennial (not coincidentally headed
by Lorin Wheelwright, director of
BW's centennial).
Brigham! was meant to recount, in
dramatic form, important events

from BYUS early hiptory.Sundgaar& s*pt left us with the u d takeable impression that someone
sent him a brief outline of the first
fifty years of BW's history and
Sundgaard picked a starting place
and wrote until he got tired.
There is no plot -the s P ~ Pwhich
~,
Stads with the premBYADusenben~
school in ROVO,
meanders through
various events related only because
they all happened atBYAin pretty
much the Same order the show Presents them in. NOcharacter is followed through the entire thirty
years covered by the play, though
the device of having Brigham
Young, Karl G. Maeser, Abraham
Smoot, and various Church presidents watch from heaven and comment on their successors' work was
clever, and might have worked. But
continuity was not
- the
script jumped from event to event
with little development or preparation, and many people were confused. The only hint that the show
was over came when the actors
started bowing at the end of a
number about Handshake Day,
rather a limp ending to a show
which took itself so seriously so
much of the time,
Sundgaard's lines were often clever,
and the humor and in-jokes delighted the audience. His worst writing was in the song lyrics. We
cringed for singers compelled to intone lines like "and that's my rich
fulfillment," "we'll rise from the
ashes, reverse o w despair," and
"fools rush in where angels fear to
tread - being a fool is something
that I dread." One of the lyrics "No matter how tattered and shattered the past" - so delighted the
writer that he repeated it four different times during the show.
In fact, repetition was a hallmark of
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the show. The beautiful music performed at Brigham's death was repeated for Maeser, John Taylor, and
Wilford Woodruff. There were four
prayers in the first act, two in the
second. Every few minutes, in lieu
of a genuine transition, Harve
Presnell came partway down the set
and sang, "Come listen to the ballad
of Brigham Young!" And though
humor was handled well, high
drama was not. Bryce Chamberlain
heroically attempted to believably
deliver an unbelievable line like,
'We e n quit, or we can go on
struggling-struggling!" Suchwriting could be expected from an
amateur, but Sundgaard was not
supposed to be an amateur.
We also expected a BYU-sponsored
play about B~~ history to be
We were
pointed. Sundgaard's two years of
research must have been spent in
the wrong library. How else can we
explain his showing Warren and
Wilson Dusenberry as mild antiMormons struggling against a great
anti-gentile bias in Provo, when the
fads show that the Dusenberrys
were accepted from the beginning
Church
with open arms b P~OVO'S
and civic leaders? e Dusenberry
Schoolwas never seen as a "gentile
school," and, contrary to the play's
assertion, Brigham Young only opposed schools operated by other religious sects, which the Dusenberry
Schoolcertainlywas not. There is no
basis in fact for the idea that Young
ordered Abraham Smoot to convert
the Dusenberry brothers.
History went downha from there
on. Karl G. Maeser had a thick accent but he spoke English fluently,
not haltingly and with bad grammar
as Brigham! showed him. A character who should know better talks
about Brigham Young speaking "in

h

h e ashes of Nawoo1': an impossibiliity, since Brigham left long before
Nauvoo was sacked. It was silly, at
best, to compare the burning of the
Lewis Building with the conflagrations during the persecutions in
Missouri and Illinois. "Sister Reynolds" is a character in the show
without any mention of the fact that
she married Benjamin Cluff
(polygamously, after the Manifesto,
in Mexico). Benjamin Cluff is shown
conceding that Heber J. Grant was
probably right in trying to call off the
Zarahemla expedition, something
that he never did: even shortly before his death he still regarded the
expedition as a valuable, important
work, which it was. And, to us, the
irritating flaw was when
Sundgaard had someone refer to
aossing the Rio Grande -at
Nogales, Arizona! Rand McNally
lraa published in vain.
A few things gavea very amateurish
feel to the show. The butterflies in
the Zarahemla ballet -indeed, the
whole ballet - would have been
hilarious if everyone hadn't been so
serious about it. Having actors leap
ing into the audience was fresh and
new with Hair in a small theater a
million years ago, but in the Marriott
Center it was trite and vaguely sad,
as if no one had been able to figure
out a climax for the show. A number
about tac~tried valiantly to be funny,
but never even managed relevance.
Girls with orange streamers were
used to represent fire, and white
organ pipes were supposed to symbolize the Celestial Kingdom. These
from nowhere
into what was billed as a Broadwayqw'q
jarred unnecessarily.
But many individualelements of the
show were quite entertaining, and
the whole pageant wouldn't have
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been half so disappointing if
Brigham! hadn't pretended to be
something it was not: excellent
theatre. The show's most notable
feature was the preshow hype.
Billboards, full-page advertisements, posters, and mail-in coupons
called Brigham! the "musical of a
century." It may take us a dozen
years to stamp out the idea that
Brigham Young looked just like
Harve Fresnell. The promotion was
so successfuI, however, that the
show was nearly sold out before it
opened, and people had been told so
often that Bdgham! was a masterpiece that most audience members
still believed it even after the evidence of their own eyes.
Besides being misleading, the
promotion achieved overkill. There
were not one but two searchlightsin
the Marriott Center parking lot, and
we wondered if the c e n t e m
people were trying to tell us that
Brigham! was aactly twice as important as the opening of a gas station.
Every 60 seconds on the concourse
an announcer was hard-selling the
Brigham! album (which, for a]l-toofathomable reasons, did not include
the beautiful trio which made it clear
that BYus Q a p e Robison can sing
rings around expensive HarvePresnell). And the crowning blow came
when H w e Presnen entered just
before the invocation, leaving thunderous applause trailing into the
prerecorded prayer.

It would be ridiculous to say that
James Arrington's Here's Brother
Brigham was somehow "better"than
Brigham! - they were not trying to
do the same thing, and the challenges each show had to overcome
were very different. There are probably quite a few people that
thoroughly enjoyed Brigham! who
would find Here's Brother Brigham
too tame to be interesting, and
others that were thrilled by the
one-man show who would be
turned off by Brigham's stagy pizzazz.

But the different goals of the two
shows t y p e the two directions
being taken by Momon art and
scholarship. Impeccable research,
meticulous scripting, detailed and
deep characterization, and sensitive
interpretationmade Here's Brother
Brigham excellent. Brigham!, by trying so hard to be the biggest, left
other goals by the wayside: history
was ignored, characterization was
shallow, writing was careless, plot
was discarded, and what i n t e ~ ~ t a tion there was always followed the
easiest, most obvious line. Arrington, h e to himself as a master
craftsman, gave us the best within
him. It awoke the best within us.
Brigham!, tnIe to its goal of impressk g a huge audience, awed us with
size, touched our easiest emotions
with humor and cuteness and distant pathos. Our deepest selves
slept on.
Reaching the masses is a good goal,
We wondered how much the adver- as far as it goes. The masses
tising approach would have differed be reached, not sneered at from
ifthecentennialmdtteehadbeen ivory towers. If they are not ready
trying to
for meat, we should not deny them
paste of a Century. But, questions of
even s u p e a h i ~*hake.
taste aside, the advertising worked.
when we have teeth, we can eat
The show got standing ovations.
meat. We have minds, and artists
The seats were filled. The huge exshould wake us up, make us think,
pewwas largevoffset.Whoknows? let our emotions and intellects grow
Maybe the show even made a profit. together.
-

-
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Trying for quantity is easier and
safer. You can measure it. You can
point to 90 percent home tzaching,
full houses on a ten-night run,
$600,000 in receipts, 25,000 students, 3.95 GPAs, and say, "See
how well we've done." And all of
these can be good things. But if they
are ends in themselves, they cost us
something more important: quality.
Excellence. "I will do my best," we
all say. The Lord has spoken plainly:
our best is perfection.
Young students with a dynamic,
charming teacher can be excused for
preferring him to a more dry, difficultteacher they cannot yet understand. People who have never been
to a play need not be ashamed of
enjoying easy entertainment. But as
we experience better things, our
standards need to rise. Here's Brother
Brigham gave us a great deal, but it
took something away. We enjoyed
Brigham! a little less because of it.
And so, after seeing these two plays
in the spring of 1976, we wondered
where we were going, whether we
were growing. Have we given up
trying to quantify -trying to be the
biggest and the best? Have we instead tried to qualify? To be good is
muchmore important than to be better than someone or something else.
But there is a danger in it. Once we
have done something excellent, we
will never be content with less.
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What is CORNERSTONE?It is a group
dedicated t o the identification,
documentation, and preservation of
our unique architectural heritage.
What you can do t o help: If you love
and appreciate Mormon architecture,
y w r involvement in the activities of
CORNERSTONE will help meet the critical need for researching historic buildings, increasing publicawareness of our
cultural resources, and promoting the
preservation of those sites which help
US interpret our Mormon past. Your
personal involvement as well as your
financial contribution is encouraged.
CORNERSTONE Membership Application
Name
Address
Areas of interest

i $5.00 Regular Membership
Dues: C
Ci $3.00 Student Membership
Mail with remittance to:
CORNERSTONE
P.O. Box 11324 Salt Lake City, Utah
84147
Phone: (801) 364-9735

I
Mail with remittance to:
CORNERSTONE
P.O. Box 11324
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147
Phone: (801 364-9735

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS
r

Church history, like all history, is filled with
ironies. Less than one hundred years ago, for
example, LDS authorities were as vigorously
discouraging young men from cutting their
hair as they are now encouraging them to cut
it. Interestingly, even though the standard of
approvedgroominghas shifteddiametrically,
thereason for sanctioning either long or short
hair styles has remained basically the same.

CUTTING HAIR

Whether the hair should be cut I
could never quite satisfy myself. As
a physiological practice, I seriously
doubt the propriety. Every cutting is
a wounding, and there is some sort
of bleeding in consequence, and
waste of vital force. I think that it will
be found that long-lived persons
most frequently wear their hair long.
The
of hair
a
new growth, to suppIy the waste.
Thus the energy required to maintain the vigor the body is drawn
off make good the wanton destruction. It is said, I know, that after
the hair has grown to a certain
length it loses its
at the extremity and 'pfits Or
UP,';
k soif the Itair
whether this
never be
I would like to
know. When it is a t a fluid exudes,
and forms a scar Or
at each
wounded
indicating that
there has been injury.
Women and priests have generally
worn long hair. I never could imagine why this distinction was
made. The ancient priest was very
often unsexed or devoted to a vow of
celibacy, but I can not surmise
whether that had anything to do
with it. Kings wore their hair long in

imitation of Samson and the golden
Mithias. I suspect from this
that the first men shorn were slaves
and laborers; that freedmen wore
their hair unmutilated, as the crown
of perfect manhood and manliness.
1f this be correct the new era of freedom, when it ever shall dawn, will
be characterized by men unshorn as
well as women unperverted.
I wish that our science and avilization had better devices for preserving the integrity of the hair. Baldness
is a deformity, and premature
whiteness a defect. If the head was
in health, and the body in proper
vigor, 1am confidentthat
not be. I am apprehensive that our
dietetic habits occasion the bleaching of the hair; the stiff, arsenicprepared hat is responsiblefor much
of the baldness. Our hats are unhealthy, from the tricks of the hatters.
I suppose however, there are other
causes. Heredity has its influence.
certain &seases wither at its roots;
others lower the vitality of the skin,
and so depilate the body. I a h o w ledge that the shingled head disgusts me. It can not be wholesome.
The most sensitive part of the head is
at the back where the neck joins.
That pkce exposed to unusual heat
or cold is liable to receive an injury
that will be permanent, if not fatal,
in a short time. The whole head
wants protection; and the hair affords this as no other protection can.
Men have beards because they need
them, and it is wicked to cut them
off. No growth or part of the body is
superfluous, and we ought, as candidates of health and long life, to
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I scarcely 130 lbs., made it not a
little ridiculous, for me to think of
engaging with him in anything
like a scuf£le. However, as soon as
I made this reply, he began to tip
The Contributor, Junius F. Wells,
me; he took some kind of a lock on
editor. July, 1883, p. 391, Volume IV,
my right leg, from which I was
Number 10.
unable to extricate it; and throwing me around, broke it some
three inches above the ankle joint.
The Diary of Howard Coray
He immediately carried me into
the house, pulled off my boot and
In 1882Howard Coray, a former
found, at once, that my leg was
clerk of Joseph Smith, started a very
decidedly broken; then got some
interesting autiobiography,the origsplinters and bandaged it. A
inal of which is at the Brigham
number of times that day did he
Young University Library. In this
come in to see me, endeavoring to
autobiographyhe recounts that he
console me as much as possible.
was introduced to the Prophet at
April Conference in 1840, just a few Brother Coray compared this experience with the Old Testament
weeks after he had joined the
Church. Joseph Smith asked him to experience Jacobhad when he wrestles with the angel. This and many
move to Nauvoo and work for him.
other experiences helped him deThe twenty-three-year-old clerk
velop
a great love for the charismatic
spent the next few years living with
prophet
and that love was expressed
the Smith family, writing letters for
many
times
until Coray's death in
Church officials and copying the
1908.
History of the Church. The following is an extract from this autobiog- Jeffery0.Johnson
raphy which gives interesting insight into Joseph Smith's love for
physical activity:
AXLE GREASE AND
FIVE CARD STUD
In the following June, I met with
an accident, which I shall here
mention: The Prophet and myself, In 1870, flour was selling in Montana
for $190 per hundred pounds. Adam
after looking at his horses, and
admiring them, that were just ac- Sharp (Uncle Adam to everyone)
took fifteen wagons, loaded them
rossed the road from his house,
we started thither, the Prophet at with flour, and headed north against
the same time put his arm over my the wishes of his brother, Bishop
John Sharp, who maintained the
shoulder. When we had reached
flour would be paid for with gold
about the middle of the road, he
dustand the chances were ten to one
stopped and remarked, "Brother
Coray, I wish you was (sic) a little that road agents would take his
money away from him before he
larger, I would like to have some
fun with you." I replied, perhaps made it back home.
you can as it is, -not realizing
My father, John C. Sharp, a young
what I was saying -Joseph, a
man of over 200 lbs .weight, while man of twenty, was in charge of the
preserve ourselves from violence or
mutilation. Integrity is the true
manly standard.

-

commissary wagon which was
loaded with s u p p l s far the round
Mp, including food,bedding, ox
yokes, staples, chains, shoes for the
oxen, and other necessities. Bather
said there was an over abundance
of axle grease in mund wooden buckets. Each bucket heM four pounds,
and there were tweIve buckets to a
box. Father had to see that the w e
porn were properly gre-4
and
when a bucket was em tied he had
instructions to put the 'd back on
and place the
in the
case.
On the b ~ L d a Y 'hey "'PP'
for lunch at a SP*~ jwt n ~ H of
h
B$#mm City. Two men horseback and leading a pack
mde
up, watered their
and rode
on. No one said a word ta them.
Two days this side of V i i n i a City,
father said there were ahFee M e s
hanging to a m e mttonw~odtree
right alsngsidethe road, and an that
tree was a notice which read:
WARNING
Road Agenhlf
and Such Can Expeek a
Similar Fate When'Caught
The Vi@antes

fl
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The gadder BEB l i k e .

Back at a m p Uncle Adam seemed to
be-the ha i e t man in the entire
outfit as t3 ct'avyledlintothe commissary wagon and went .tobed. the
others stwaaround and comsin& it thaotrgh'khe cards andlirnn
on his loss, and it was a
the table. The dealer did ~ ~ s emented
.
1Ea&kfia man Ibo see h
P
r
t ~ m m & mighty farlorn wzrp of men who
headed for Salt take City the b&wwe= h n g e dand then they dek g nom&g.
patted, Un& A h tp go back &6
he
to go The seuad day out the hain was
lree er 'or a number of stopped by mad agents. mere were
budrsbPadcsoPdustthat
far morp load agents thanthere were
L i i Yvitla him Qs ~akkeephag.
men in the entire train. Their leader
aslced to see the wain boss md was
tisw much Upole Adam remived
taken to the r?ommist;ary,where
h m the d e ot that &fainof&ur
I hther did
b w , but He did say, Uncle AQBmapparently was sleeping og h e t?8k& of a protracked
I "I never saw so armlagdld dustat
'
me time betopmoiqe there was , drunk w& part of that gallon of
I W e ithe sa&s were being E8lkd."
whbkey beside him. The leader
I Uncle adamand the two men @eb lookedat him, d e d three of his
tamedIand &fie be%g was reanen, and said, '%his is that crazy
sumed. Finally, a m n standjng
old S ~ o t c h r h l [ oI~was
n telling
n e d y .saiiQ "The OM freightkr has you aboat. Last upwards of $50,000
1 betevery sck we ~e$gh&out apd on one M d . I admire him, for he
never let out e whimper. Too bad for
I filledforl'hina."
us, but w e d justappropriate what
h3~q
ullfle
. ibhm d m his dk*
has and wish himbetter
w t a n d ~ e d h i s e a z d s o v e r . ~ e whiskqr
llYcknerttime.,,
had dour queens and an ace. The
ZFd'r-d
bornra n d l b dbw U A dm seemed to get over his
acih s and a ~#aCli.U d e Adtam
I loo ed at We cards, irose, and drunkenness mighty suddenly after
thnf but the mm mly ever spolre
Y@
as he @%Vd
awqa
kD&.
m e morning the hainpulled
'"I'
hm'n
tom
City, some of the &iVrandgetme another bad of flow and into Saltl*
motid the same two
I betitall,andnex~theP~Mlin."
enter town who had k e n at the
The gambler bought h k i a gallon af spsing near Brigham City. Straight
whidcq, jutto show that thee
Oo kbyardlwent the train, and to the
were no hard keliags, and while
office went the commissary, where
the e m were d\ecked in. Then it
Undc Adam,and Ms men w a T W
b4& Fg c a q t@ gandb1rrga,thered viras that those men, fatherlinduded,
updofth~w
m&, prUtthem,aU~ina received the surprise of their lives,
seamless sack, wd& it, t d a refor ,there was Unde Adam in the
comanissq wagon carefullyremovceipt h m t h &an keeper for it,
and waked up thestreek, Qr well he la8
Lids from some of those
empty mses of axle grease. HEtook
h e w that a manesIife wodd k
up OW bJthe wooden budcets, took
wsrthbs if ;f sW&d tp dkag khat
ammfef gold ddzst aaromd in that
the
covet off, scraped off a b u t one 1
I mknhg t o m .
inch of axle grease and a layer of
I
lL

Then 'CI& lAdam ask& htthe %
get m ~ &st.
w It WQS pnggd;. He
wwe, zs;sk P &k
his be!& a d
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HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS

paper, and then those men saw
three sacks of the very gold dust
they had seen sealed up when the
flour had been paid for. More buckets were opened and more sacks
taken out. The two strangers rode
up and tossed in "'"
some that they had. When the sacks
were counted, not a single one was
missing.
How was it done?
Well, Unde Adam spent considerable time during the nights before he
left filling up lead bars and mixing
lead figs with sand and
weighing them into buckskin bags
which he sealed with
wax
just as he had done in Virginia City.
He placed his sacks in the buckets
and took them north 'ust as he
brought the gold ba CIS. He had
hired the two gamblers and they
showed him how to hold his cards,
for he had never played a game of
cards in his life. All he had to do was
to play his hand and when he was
dealt four queens, He was to bet all
the money. The sacks that gambler
got from the saloon keeper were
some Uncle Adam had made for him
and filled with lead and sand and
given to him before they left so that
the saloon keeper in Virginia City
was holding a lot of sealed buckskin
bags, thinking they were fullof gold
dust. The gambler and Uncle Adam
each had two sacks of real dust to
begin with.
Father said that Uncle Adam paid
each of the men $500 before they left,
and they came back with over $6,000
they had won while waiting for the
wagon train to come in and after it
had left.
Who were they? Father would never
tell, but he did say they were prominent members of the Mormon
Church. Possibly those were the

men Brigham Young referred to
when he said, "Gamblers in the
Mormon Church? Sure we have
them, and they are so smooth they
can trim the slickest gamblers that
the West can produce."
No general ever planned a battle
more carefully than uncle Adam
planned that trip. Now about the
liquor. When the last of the axle
grease was taken out, Bishop John
for he had
put in an
heard the train was in. Adam called
the men all together and asked each
one if he had seen him take even one
swallow of liquor. Not a man had,
but some intimated he must have
done so or "else he was the best
damned ador s.ng.,,
James P. Sharp
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SUNSTONE encourages responsible reader
c o m ~ e n tin the Foon any Mormonrelated topic.
Unity of the faith need not require unanimity
of opinion. President Hugh B. Brown best
expressed the spirit which the Forum is designed to represent

I
You will
the questing
Be unafraid of new ideas for they are the
stepping stones of progress. YOU will, of
course, respect the opinions of others but be
unafraid to dissent -if you are informed.
Now I have mentioned freedom to express
your thoughts, but I caution you that your
thoughts and expressions must meet competition in the market place of thought, and
in that competition truth will emerge triumphant. Only error needs to fear freedom of
expression. Seek truth in all fields, and in
that search you will need at least three virtues: courage, zest, and modesty. The ancients put that thought in the form of a
prayer. They said, "From the cowardice that
shrinks from new truth, from the laziness
that is content with half truth, from the arrogance that thinks it has
the truth - oh
God of truth deliver US!

EVOLUTION OF AN EGGHEAD
Douglas D. Alder

though they didn't know what they
believed. They argued at length for
one view only to qualify it or even
undermine it the next day. This was
perplexing to me, for I revered decisiveness and the adivelife. unwittingly, I intended to answer the tests
as the teachers wanted so 1could get
a high €Fade but I only believed
those professors in whom I developed a trust. Though I was admittedly impressionable, I hesitated to
admit professors to my innermost
convictions.
I encountered some thinkers, however, who had an impact. The first
One was
McMunin. That
Very first quarter 1took his Class with
the view of meeting the dragon of
head on. I saw him as the
most dangerous man in my irnmediate world. I don't know why I
was so brash about facing him (because it was a class for seniors) but it
was a wonderful encounter. I
learned to be suspicious of rumors
about professors. It was true that he
was far more advanced than I could
value, but it was also true that he did
not destroy me. I came away with
my first genuine reVc!rence for a
finely tuned mind. Never again was
I to be alarmed or afraid to at least
listen to SOmeone.

In 1951, the Korean War was hungry
for recruits. That summer, along
with many of my friends, I registered fer college a quarter early, just
to make sure I would not be drafted
during the vacation months followThe next major impact was
G.
ing high
graduation. I gave
Homer Durham. Here was a man
"going to college" little other
who could have made a disciple out
thought. It was just the normal thing of me but he wisely discouraged
to
like high
that. He intertwined the intellectual
junior high.
mind with the life of action, later
When I arrived on campus and lis- becoming a university vicetened to professors, they seemed so president and State Commissioner
inconclusive, continually hedging as of Higher Education. A memorable
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lecture drew me up short. It came in
the normal sequence of the course
when he dealt with FDR and the
New Deal. In my home the word
"Roosevelt" was used instead of
profanity. It would not have surprised me to meet an advocate of
FDR but from Dr. Durham I heard a
neatly woven analysis that left me
unable to decide whether the
speaker was a Republican or Democrat. This was a shock because I was
not used to looking at things except
from a previous commitment -the
forensic mindset -and I found this
presentation intriguing, warm,
Open.
but unsettling. Here
I was
the very hedging of
which I had been so critical.
Then came Emil Lucki and the
power of scholarship with all the
stops out. This was clearly the
"bookish" man I did not want to be,
but all the other stereotypes were
absent. He was not narrow, or shy,
or boring, or escaping from the
tough tumbles of normality. Instead, this was a tolerant, compassionate, but above all, profound
man. He had a Jesuit education that took my breath away. I liked
everything about him. I worked for
him as I had never
even to
earn a "'." Ever so gentlymy
view was changing; it was not a
break, just an expansion. 1wasn't
admitting it but Iwas being drawn to
the world of ideas.
In this frame of mind I began to
enjoy the views of yet another mentor, Lowell Bennion. He taught me
that doubting was legitimate, especially when it could harness my
energy into systematic searching for
solutions. Doubting merely as flippancy or manipulation got nowhere
with him - he turned it right back
on us. If we were smart enough to
challenge the values of society or of

the Church, we couldbe responsible
enough to search. No one owed us
any answers - we owed ourselves
systematic effort. So in his seminar
we probed. He refused to give
answers but we extrapolated some
from his demeanor. We discovered
that feelings of superiority were
merely cultural primitiveness and
cyniasm was a cheap cop- out. He
urged us to discover wisdom in
simplicity, wherever found. He
cited seemingly endless sources of it
in daily life -not in libraries. In him
I came to see the power of Christlike
morality.
Perhaps these encounters with
wart
helped me ease into
the ambition that I really wanted to
teach instead of enter Dentistry. But
even after I got there it was for
somewhat shallow reasons: I was
attracted to the limelight of the
podium and the esteem that students expressed for a few select
teachers. I thought I could leap right
into that effectiveness.Obviously, I
would have to bite my lower lip and
endure the years of graduate school
-but once I had passed the Ph.D.
exam it would be "smooth sailing."
How naive!
I was fortunatein the choice of graduate schools. It was gentle enough
not to curb my tender sprouting
thoughts but rigorous enough to
keep me running sared.
ever intending to, I found myself
getting excited about research working with the original documents from past centuries. Again
individual professors opened those
new vistas, One admired professor,
under whom I was studying about
nineteenth century Socialists and
revolutions, stopped me short
again. He asked me point blank one
day, "Do you think you could ever
be a good revolutionary?'" was
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stunned. Catching my breath and
double timing in thought, I admitted
that I could see no possibility. Evidently I was not all the man of action
I thought -at least not that kind. I
began to see that not all action must
be dramatic.
Another professor, Quirinus Breen,
was sort of an academic saint for me.
While we were exploring medieval
monastiasm, he brought US to the
~ensitiVitythat w0dd cut right illto
OW sods when he asked, "What is
the greaterlife, the active or the contemplative?" I had never consciously entertained the possibility
of anything comparing to the life of
action. But now 1had to admit I was
engagedincontem~lation~
findingit
not Lmokish but high adventure.
As I returned home on occasions or
engaged in political discussionswith
old friends, I began to realize that
my academic experience had
changed me. Flippant or simple solutiom in political affairs,loved by so
many, began to sound offensive to
me and when I said so, I became
suspect to them. They began to look
at me as an egghead. I had become
one so gradually that I noticed no
change; but the
could tell- It happened just like they
- I had been
those professors on the hill.
If having been deeply affectedby the
great occasions and thoughts of history as communicated by the recorded documents of all ages is to be
spoiled, then I confess my over-ripe
and distasteful condition. I prefer,
however, to think of the intellectual
dimension as being a sign of maturity rather than a mark of degeneration. I affirm that the intellectualendeavor, as any experience in life,
brings us closer to Godlike understanding since it brings us closer to
the fulness of experience which is

life. I do not suggest that the world
should be run by intellectuals, nor
that they are more virtuous than
others, but my personal evolution
from "distrustful student" to "egghead" has been meaningful. 1believe it has so much that I will conclude with two or three of many convictions gleaned over the last twenty
Y-.
As I have
Western Civilization, taught about it, and
people living it, I have come to understand that there are three styles
of living in it. On the one end of the
spectrum are those who choose to
live by a dogma be it political or
These are what ~ r i Hofer
c
called the True Believers. They enjoy
possessing closure on all issues.
They h o w they have the truth and
their truth answers e v e ~ t h i n g They are chosen and secure. On the
opposite extreme of the spectrum
we skeptics who see nothing in life
as firm; everything for them is relative- Some even maintain that ]if@
itself is absurd. In the middle is the
great mass, roamin& probing!
maybe just suspicious of either OPtionHaving felt some genuine attraction
to the extremes, I am inmeasingly
convied that to be genuinely alive,
one should resist the temptation for
closure on either end of the spectrum. It seems to me that the rewarding life is the one to be found in the
middle under the tension of being
equally devoted to faith and reason,
knowing that this does not always
lead to comfortable resolutions. It is
a life that senses that moderate positions are not a mere compromisebetween reaction and radical extremes,
but are those where responsible
people wrestle with unsolvable
problems, knowing they will win
the love of no one thereby. It is a life
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that is critical of blind duty as much
as it is of those who reject society
and retreat to nature or despair. To
me living in Western Civilization is
to never arrive -but always to be
under way.
As a youth I thought there must
surely be a correct answer to all
questions. Somehow the universe
was one great multiple choice
examination. I felt that industry and
virtue would lead me to uncover all
truth. I am
I grew up with that
conviction and laid it aside only partially and very gently. One of my
reasons to change has been an increasing awareness of the nature of
science. I used to think of it as modern magic that would gradually find
the answers to everything-like the
cure for cancer or getting a man to
the
Somehow
was
invincible. Only gradually, especially as I came to appreciate the
Greeks, did I realize that the questions were probably more important
than the answers and that some
questions do not lead to definite
answers. Gradually I have found
that scientists themselves are very
tentative about their answers. So
much that appeared firm even for
centuries has been revised. Thus not
only is knowledgein western society
surrounded by tension, but it is tentative. At first this seemed depressing to me, but then I began to disit can be to be
cover how
part of the change process.
Gradually, I realized that faithis just
what it says it is - it is the action
based on belief. It is not knowledge.
It is not definiteness or closure. It is
both less than knowledge and a
great deal more. But eggheads,
those who are intellectually committed, have no special advantages in
the world of faith. They have to
struggle to believe because they are

professionalsat doubting; if they desire faith they must fight for it. They
must expect to be tom over its issues. Faith for them is not flight into
security. It is fashionable among
many to abandon faith -because it
is not empirical. That is a legitimate
option -but it is drastic and should
not be done for spite or fashion.
Faith has been one of the richest
traditions of Western Civilization.
From Ulysses to Aquinas, Western
man has taken it seriously from different angles. It cannot be simply
summarized - only experienced.
TRIMMED LAMPS
AND TEMPLE DOORS
MOYNE OVIATT

it seems to me that one of the most
beautiful and abused doctrines of
Mormonism is the idea of individual, eternal self-existence. The concept of one's selfhood being eternal,
always having been and forever being, is possibly the most glorious
statement of affirmation of individuality that humankind has ever
been given. Yet as I look around me,
I am assaulted constantlyby the carbon copy images that indi..duaIs
seem to have forfeited themselves to
become. This sin of xeroxing humanity is all the more sinister when it
occurs in the Church, where, it
seems to me, the almighty image has
sometimes become almost an object
of worship.
Perhaps the most obvious (and
overused) example of this stress on
conformity and image is the heavy
emphasis on dress codes and hair
lengths, etc. Occasionally one finds
insistence on this regulation carried
to such an extreme that the spirit of
the law and the individual both be-
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maximum effort to value, to care for,
come secondary. And that is
dangerous, for it sets a precedent: it to trust, and to listen to ourselves.
teaches us that judgments about the To accept without exploration the
quality of ourselvesand others are to opinions of others about what we
should be is to deny ourselves and
be made first by outward appearour own experiences and, by extenances, to leave investigation of the
sion, to deny the god within us.
inner person until we have become
satisfied with the outer person, and Emerson in his beautiful essay
"Self-Reliance" says, "Everywhere I
many do not get past the image of
am hindered of meeting God in my
the well coiffured Relief Society
brother, because he has shut his
president to find out what's inside.
own temple doors and recites fables
This sort of mentality siphons off
of his brother's or his brother's
energy that can be better and more
brother's God." (Basic Selections from
importantly used. This straining at
Emerson, p. 68.)
gnats forces us to swallow the
camels conformity that weaken
Heber C. Kimball's famous stateour minds and spirits.
ment that the day would come when
no man or woman could stand on
The adoption of stereotypes has
sterilized the creativity and aborted borrowed light seems to be a present
the joy of individuality for many. For reality. Yet, like the five foolish virexample, women growing up in the gins, we continue to ignore our own
precious light-giving fuel, and asChurch today are constantly resume that others will always provide
minded that mamage and motherus with the illumination we need.
hood are of ultimate importance,
Then the need arises -global conand that one's identity here and
fusion, community conflict, but
hereafter depends on achievement
most likely personal crisis -and
of that blessed state. Yet if it is the
shakes us, and we wake to find a
image of Mormon motherhood we
darkened and chaotic world. Values
worship, then those outside this
and commitments are devoid of any
prototype are made to feel of less
meaning if they have not been intervalue, and those within it are
likewise hindered by being made to nalized, and if we cannot depend on
feel that it is their role that is of value our own inner resources . . . then
extinsic models of behavior make
and not themselves.
us
lifeless mannequins.
I am convinced that the greatest
It is sad that articles like Elder Boyd
challenge to members of the
K. Packer's in the August 1975issue
Church, and indeed to human beings everywhere, is to discover who of the Ensign need to appear, urging
the members of the Church to get off
they are, separate, distinct, and
the spiritual and emotional dole. It iS
apart from any other being. The
true that too many of us depend on
Prophet Joseph Smith has said, "If
men do not comprehend the charac- others to do our deciding, our thinkter of God, they do not comprehend ing, and our living for us. What does
that say, then, about a system that
themselves." (Teachings of the
Prophet Joseph Smith, p. 334.) If that is produces people who can no longer
think, decide, or act for themselves?
true, then could it not also be true
It seems to me to make more sense to
that self-comprehension may be a
encourage self-relianceand emkey to understanding God? How
phasize a personal relationship with
foolish, then, not to make a
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Diety in the first place than to foster
dependence and then berate those
who have dutifully become dependent. Somehow it is forgotkeen that
we are not to be commanded in all
things, and "he that is compelled in
all things, the same is a slothful and
not a wise servant;" that we are admonished to "do many things of om
own hee will and bring to pass much
righteousness, for the power is in
them, wherein they are agents unto
themselves." D. & C. 58: 26-28.) The
very real conflict between those
choices and actions which rightfully
belong within the province of one's
own agenry and those which demandkiwobedience
toaufho*
is resoh'ed in the mindS some by
near abdiatiun of individual agency. It seems we are canstantly asked
to weigh and respond to double
messages both in Ihe Church and
out, leaving many in confusion: to
be independent yet seek andlean on
the judgments of othas, to be very
successfulin the world but remember that nothing is more important than home, to love our brother
but only associate with those who
agree with us, to seek knowledge, to
excel and explore in all the endeavors the world has to offer and
yet avoid exploration that may challenge our faith. Since one cannot be
responsive to all the messages
simultaneously, the choice is to be
spiritually schizophrenicor to seek
congruencewithin the integrity of
one's own soul and one'sgwn experience with Diety, for as James
states, "A double minded man is
unstable in all his ways." (James
1:8.) Often response to one message
does not eliminate the possibility af
response to the second; one can in
fact be successfulin the world and
have a happy home. However, the
grounds for choice and the hierarchy
of responses must be selected on an

I

individual and not a universally prescribedbasis.
To become like Cfirist is to know and
ad for oneself. Cwrs statement
that to find one's life one must first
lose it was not intended, I believe, to
mean that we must deny om individuality in a constant attitude of
servitude,It dues mean constant giving of oneself, but how is that possible until there is something and
someone to give? Servitude, which
comes from a position of weakness,
is sentice rendered out of duty or
expechti., as
of
in
their fofiQSdismver, when the Objects served are absent, when the
nest is empty and everyone gone even the server, for she had no selfexistence. Giving, however, comes
firom a position of strength. Christ's
cmstant
is mast impressive
because he never forfeited who he
was in the process. If we are to follow him, then we too must grasp
who we are and then give, but not
give up, mselves.
As I read the Gospel, the point is to
live Christ like lives, to emulark his
spirit and example. But we are hee,
indeed must be free, to discover on
an individuaI basis how that is to be
done. And the challenge is to do it
honestly, not identically. The Gospel of Christ provid~sus with a
common basis from which to work,
but the stnzcture of our eternal ]rives
is determined by individual endeavor. While obedience to cornm a n b e n t is required af allpersons,
still transformation of prescription
into life-giving power must be made
on a personal basis. Too aften pressure to conform to universally authorized imges binds, rather than
~eleases,individual capacities. We
cannot afiord to merely recite fables
of om brother's or our brather's
brother's God. As a friefid of mine

I
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we strive for exaltation and ultimate
perfection. To become like Christ is
to know and a d for oneself within
the paradigm that has been given to
us through revelation. Because
these standards, in addition to the
fundamental commandments,serve
as important guideposts along the
strait and narrow way, their removal
would be dangerous. The recent
B W declaration of intent to disregard parts of six.regulations among
43 published by HEW under Title D(
of the sexual equality in education
law is a reflection of this concern. In
reference to regulation 86.31 (b) (5),
the statement reads, " B W will conON GNATS AND CAMELS
tinue to enforce rules of appearance
which differ for men and women beJOSEPH 0. DAVIDSON
cause we believe that differences in
dress and grooming of men and
It is my impression that the stress on women are proper expressions of
God-given differences in the sexes.
conformity and image in certain
areas relating to Church standards, We will resist the imposition of a
though possibly responsible for a
unisex standard of appearance."
stagnation of individual capacities in The solution for those who are resome Latter-day Saints, contributes ceiving spirihlal and emotional welwattage t~ the light Christ fare from the Church would be to
told us to let shine before all people shongly
them to reso
Whtsee Our good works en&one independence,
industry,
and glorify Our Father in Heaven. I thrift, self-reliance and
resped
am dismayed, of course, that adher- as cardinal
in their lives,
to such
and dodrinal
and to realize that Godhood destandards and images (dress,
mands not a borrowed light but a
grooming, motherhood1 success in
brightly burning one within eaehinboth profession and home, gaining dividual.
intelligence but avoiding challenges
It seems to me that the stressing of
to faith, and etc.) has crushed the
these standards and images is of inindividuality of some members of
the Church, and that they have be- calculable worth in preparing "a
chosen generation, a royal priestcome unthinking carbon copies of
approved patterns, influenced more hood, an holy nation, a peculiar
by outward appearance than by in- people" (I Peter 29)and in sustaining a vigorous and effectivemissionward substance.
ary program. In his October 1974
The resolution of this problem,
General Conference discourse,
however, is not to de-emphasize or Elder Boyd K. Packer stated,
do away with the standards. This
We have in our custody the greatest thing
would serve only to confuse, even
on this earth. And, should the question be
mislead, a majority of the saints as
asked, yes, we intend to +the
told me, "You can't have a one-toone relationship with God, if you're
not one." We have the knowledge
that our individual existence is assured, that in the end the responsibility for who we are here and
hereafter rests squarely individually
and that no other person or power
can take ourselves from us. If we
become content to merely mimic authorized patterns, then we have
shut our own temple doors, both
against God and our own present
and potential power.

A
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ceived. Paul put this principle SUCdnctly to the C O r i n h n s when he
wrote:

mandtnents of the Lord, all of them. The
only real inconvenience these standards
have caused us is the rapid and continual
growth of the Church. . . . Even members
who have difficulty living the standards
(and we have them) will generally defend
those standards. Old members, as well as
new members, need to be fenowshipped
and trained so that when they come into
the Church they at once come out of the
world.

-

The CI-~urchhas never been known
to disguise the Iron Rod by lowering
important
~t the same
time it has never been hesitant to
alter certain standards and programs when economic, social, or cultural conditions might dictate. Art
example of the latter is the problem
of circumcision in the primitive
Church. To Abraham was ifitiall~
given the covenant of chUmci~ion
which was to remain in force with
the 5hosen lineage until it was fulfilled in Christ (Gen. 1E11-14; Moro.
8:8).As the gospel began to be taken
to the Gentiles after the crucifixion
and resurrection of the Savior, a dispute arose among certain of the sect
of the Pharisees which believed as to
whether these new converts should
be circumcised. At a subsequent
council of apostles and elders held in
Jerusalem, the Lord revealed to
Peter the standard that was to be
followed.
The standard was set: there was no
need to circumcise the new proselytes. Shortly after the time of this
council, however, Paul had
Timothy, his missiona?Y ComPanion, circumcised "because of the
Jews which were in those quarters:
for they knew id that his father was
a Greek" (Acts 16:3).
It was crucial to the success of missionary work with the Jews that
Timothy be non-controversial in
outward appearance that his inward
substance and testimony might the
more quickly and easily be per-

Andunto the JewsI becameasa Jew, that1
might gain the Jews; to them that are
under the law, as under the law, h a t I
mi@ g i n them that are under the law;
To them that are without law, as without
law, (being not without law to God* but
under the law to Christ,) that I might gain
them that are without law.
TOthe weak became I as weak, that I
might gain the weak: 1am made all things
to an men, that I might by all means save
some.
And this I do for the gospel's sake, that I
might be partaker thereof with you.
(I Cor. 9:20-23)
Give none offence, neither to the Jews,
nor to the Gentiles, nor to the church of
God:
Even as I please an men in an things not
seeking mine own profit, but the profit of
many, that they may be saved.
(I Cor. 1~32-33)

I,m e manner today, the r e q ~ e merit that

church leaders and fulltime missionaries be dean shaven is
not an indication that bear& are inherently &. The fa& of the matter
is that there are many in the world
today who react negatively to tfis
particular
appeaance, seeing it as indicative of m y one of a
particular oubard appearance, seeing it as indicative of any one of a
number of controversial SUMtures. They have not yet learned to
obey Heavenly Father's command:
ers do not currently go into the vineyard.
High Church standards exist that we
might be the salt of the earth and
that our light might shine brightly as
a city set on a hill. n o s e who rebel at
the standards are only straining at
gnats while swallowing the cameb
of controversy and greatly diminished wattage.
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BRIAN CAPENER was born in Ithica, New York. He majored in English at Cornell and BW, learning
enough of poetic indirection to become music director of KBYU-FM on
the way to
his true aspiration, that being a
filmmaker.
JAMES N. KIMBALL is a writer, lecturer, and businessman from Salt
Lake City. He is active in civic affairs
and is the proud father of three children.
KATHY LUBECK is a San Francisco
transplant relocated in the vicinity of
Provo. As a young girl Kathy thrived
on Nancy Drew novels and she is
now the Assistant National Editor of
BW Today.
MOYNE OVIATT is a social worker
who is doing her graduate work at
the University of Utah.
DAVID H. BAILEY is a Ph.D. candidate in mathematics at Stanford
University. He served a mission in
Hong Kong and currently teaches
Sunday School in the Stanford
Branch.
BLISS and GUMP, shocked but
pleased by the warm reception of
their article on Mormon theatre in
the spring issue of Sunstone, decided
to press their luck and review two
theatrical pmductions held in conjunction with BW's Centennial
celebration. "Maybe we're on a
winning streak," Gump said.
DOUGLAS ALDER teaches at Utah
State University where he was
named professor of the year in 1967.
He is currently the director of the

Honors Program and has also served
in various Church assignments in
both the bishopric and on the high
council.
JOSpEH 0. DAVIDSON, formerly
on the executive board of Sunstone, is
a doctoral candidate in linguistics at
Berkeley. He served both a mission
and a Peace Corps assignment in
South America.
DENNIS LANCASTERteaches history at Apollo High School in Glendale, Arizona. He has a master's degree in U. S. history and specializes
in Western Americana.
MARILYN MILLER did her master's
On
and received several awards for her artistry. Originally from Burley ,Idaho,
Marilyn now has a studio in Salt
Lake City's Trolley Square where
she sells her work along with other
local artists.
PEGGY WISEMAN is a poet and
writer who claimed Rexburg, Idaho,
as her home before "it was washed
down the drain." She has frequently
published poetry and fiction and is
working on a master's degree in
American literature.
and NANCY LAW are a
husband and wife writing team who
live in Salt Lake City. Craig received
his B. A. and M. A. degrees in
photography from Utah State University. He has exhibited his work in
the Salt Lake area and is now a
documentary photographer for the
Church. Nancy is a published poet
and has a degree in English.

CONTRIBUTORS

KATHY JENKINS is a widely published poet whose achievements indude the Poetry Book Publication
Award from the Utah State Poetry
Society and the Utah Institute of
Fine Arts. Kathy has been employed
as an editor for the Ensign and is
editing for both B W Press and
Mountainwest Magazine.
ALLEN D. ROBERTS is currently
working on his master's degrees in
architecture and history at the University of Utah. Allen is the ArchitecturalHistorian for the State of
Utah and is working on a preservation policy for historic buildings
owned by the LDS Church.
MAUREEN URSENBACH
BEECHER is a well-known writer
and lecturer on women in the
Church. She holds a doctorate in
Comparative Literature from the
University of Utah and is an editor in
the Church Historical Department.
LISA BOLIN comes from Plainview,
Texas, commonly known as the
"Athens of the Plains." She is a
senior in English and Asian Studies
and plans to do something in the
future, possibly attend law school.
RICHARD ELLIS TICE is an
"homme de lettres" who, in the best
tradition of the "poetes maudits,"
lives in a basement in Salt Lake City.
STEPHEN ORSON TAYLOR is a
poet from Downey, California. For
his master's thesis Stephen wrote a
collection of poetry, an example of
which is included in this issue.
R. GENE OLSEN is currently completing a thesis on either the history
of corduroy roads in Millard County, Utah, or on "The Life and Times
of Swen Swenson -Immigrant,
Farmer, and Sunday School Secretary." He is married and the father
of 11/2 children.

OSCAR DAVIS lives in Orem, Utah,
and works for a newspaper which
has subscribersin both Alpine and
Santaquin (towns in the state of
Utah). "I am paid half as much as I
need and twice as much as the managing editor is worth," he says, confidently hiding behind the fad that
Sunstone is using a pseudonymn for
this review.
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lll~tstratiin
by Marilyn Miller

ON CASSETTE

Latter-Day
Scriptures
--

1. Book of Mormon
2. New Testament
3. Doctrine & Covenants

Masterfully Narmted by
Dr Lael J Woodbury.

The EconoQuad

at this low-low price

* 40 High Quality Cassettes each with

I

*
*
*

lifetime wananty
The same
by LDS families for over 6 years
New amactive durable canying case
h & ~ available
~ t
now-no waiting

Send No Money
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Enjoy the EconoQuad wnpture pack
aae ~n vour home before vou wv
G h e n ;ou are fully satisfied td the
high quality and value of these cassettes.
return invoice with your check.
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I CASSETTE DIGEST

PboneOrda
Master Chuge
Bank Am&

275 East Center, Provo, Utah 84601
Salt Lake City, 355-2611 Provo. 375-5555

I

Acccphd.

Save- enclosed is my check ,for

I Bankcard #
I Name
I Address
I city

A p i r a t i o n Date

--
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Ward
Zip
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THE STORY OF THE
LATTER- DAY SAINTS

James B. Allen and
Glen M. Leonard
700+ pages, Illustrated
$9.95

The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints,
in less than a century and
a half, has grown from a
congregation in upstate
New York to one of the
major religions of the world,
with nearly 3.5 million
members. This important
new Deseret Book
publication, prepared and
written under the direction
of the Church Historical
Department, presents in
one volume of more than
700 pages (with illustrations)
the entire 150-year history
of the Church. Books of
Church history in the past
have dealt primarily with
the first half of the Church's
history, though some of
the greatest strides in
growth and development
and refinement of programs
have come in the past
thirty years. The Story of
the Latter-day Saints puts
into perspective the entire
history of the Church,
including the remarkable
achievements of the
twentieth century.

44 E. South Temple
City, Utah
:altfke
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Mormonia
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS
O F MORMON GROUP LIFE
MORMONISM'S NEGRO POLICY
THE THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
O F THE MORMON RELIGION
T O UTAH WITH THE DRAGOONS
A BIOGRAPHY O F EZRA THOMPSON CLARK
LETTERS O F LONG AGO
DEAR ELLEN
SURELY THE NIGHT
TWELVE MORMON HOMES
HOLE-IN-THE-ROCK
ORRIN PORTER ROCKWELL

-

LORE O F FAITH AND FOLLY
A GUIDE FOR COLLECTORS O F FOLKLORE
IN UTAH

University of U t a h Press
Salt L a k e C i t y

